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TWENTIETH YEAR OF PUSIUCATION NATION

BtBLI

Vol. XXI-No. XI. OTTAWA, NOVEMBER 3 oth, 1902. VoL. XXI-No. XI.

..RT[BEH UOUlS FOR IIIX U IRPOSES.
Steam and Air Hose, Rubber Bumpers and Springs, Fire Hose

Pulley Coverin'g, Rubber Clothing and Boots.
.. MANUFACTURED DY..

THE ,IUTTA PERCHA& 1UBBER Il. 00. OF TORONTO, Limited

LIDGERWOOD
SPECIALLY BUILT TO MEET THE VARIOUS REQUIAEMENTS

IN MINES AND OUARRIEB FOR

HOISTINC ORWINDING
AND ALSO IN THE EQUIPPING OF

LockeMiller System of Cableways
MANUFACTURED IN CANADA BY

THE JAMES COOPER MANFG. GO. Limited
299 St. James Street, MONTREAL.

Bm.ndh.s-HALIFAX, 124 Hlii St. RAT PORTAGE, clo Diamond Drill Co ROSSLAND, P.O. Building.

q

~

"I

TeCANADIAN RAND DRILL G2

SHERBROOKE , QUE.
B RA NC(H OF i FES,-iIN

VANCoUVERB.C,

t
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FRIED. KRUPP GRUSONWERK
Magdeburg-Bucknu (Germrnry)

MINING MACHINERYi
ORE ORUSNINC: AMALGAMATION :

Mou. :ro 'e.rs'os°co°struc- Amalgamation Tables snd Pans, Larslo's Gold

tion, Relier Mlls, Ohlia MI. Amalgamators, Settiers, etc.BALL MILLS SEPARATION and CONCENTRATION:
for dry and wet crushing, more than i,8eo at Separators, Exhaustors, Hydraulic Classifiers,

work. Percussion Tables, Jiggers, Rotating Round
STAMP BATTERIES Tables.
Shoes and Dies of Krupp's Special Steel. LEACHING PLANT.

Complete Gold' Ore Dressing Plant
a. For treating by the Wet Method with Stamp Batteries, and Coacentration.
b. For Dry Crushing by Bail Milis Dut Extraction, andLecig

COAL WASHING PLANT
Large Testing Station for Crushlng and Dressing Ores at the Works.

For Caada: JAS. W. PYKE & Co.,Merchants Bank Building, MONTREAL.Age rts:- For the Unted States: THOS. PROSSER & SOM, 1s Gld Street, NEW YORK.
"For Meambo: PABLO BERGNER, Apartado 549, MEXICO.2

For South Africa: UNITSD ENGINEERING CO., Ltd., P.O. Box ro8, JOHANNESBURG, S.A.R.

JOHN J. GARTSHORE, 83 Front Streot Wsst
Opposite Queen's Hotel TORONTO, ONT.

NEW AND SECOND HAND
Por Railways, Trarnwaya, Etc. E

THE WM. HAMILTON MANUFACTURING CO. Lima
ENGINEERS AND CONTRACTORS

PETERBOROUGH NELSON VANCOUVER

We are...

Sole Agent.euani
MVarnuifactu.rre i n
Canada for thi.

Irfrinagr. wil i b pro.eo@utec

THE WIWPLEY TA.LE

We contract for the Design and Construction of Complete Stamp Mils
ConcentPation, OhiOPination, Cyanlcde and SmelteP Equipmentsa



W. carry a Large Stock.WIRE EMINE
W. sH. Ce MUSSEN

ROPE Obtain our PriceRA LS
THOS. FIRTH & SONS, Ltd., Sheffield,

Tool Steel and Rock Drill Steel
AL.WAYS CAFRRIED IN STr'OCK.

SHBES AND 0I[Si _____Z_ C7E- CMITPIà~SE.~

STAM- sHoEs

H. W. DeCOURTENAY & CO.mane r Sa IVcGILL ST pEL
Agents for Canada. M O N-R E AL.

--- -IMPORTER OF

CARBONS AND BORTS
For Diamond Drills and ali Mechanical Purposes

GOODS SENT SUBJECT TO APPROVAL 65 Naseau Street, NEW YOBE, N.Y.

ADAMANTINE SHOES & DIES ALSO CHROIE AST STEEL
THE CAîNDA PATENT SELF-LOCKING CAM

TAPPETS, BOSSES, ROLL SHELL and CRUSHER PLATES. Also Rolied Parts for Huntington and other Milis.

Thiese castings are extensively used ini ail the Mining States and Territories throughout the World. Guaranteed
toiprove better and cheaper thai any others. Orders soicited subject to above conditions. he orlordering send
sketch with exact dimensions. Send for Illustrated Catalogue to

CHROME STEEL. WORKS,
KENT AVENUE. KEAP B ROO K LY N N

E. ND HOOPER STREETS. JeM CN.Y., U.S. I.A Canda Cai.P.F. CANDA, President. C. J. CANDA, Vice-President. F. MORA CANDA, Secretary. T. I. JONES, Tpeasuper.
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M. E. 44 Canada Life BIdg., MONTREALSole Representative in Canada FR ANCIS
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ALLIS- 1ALMERS CO,.

THE EDWARD P. ALLIS CO). M FRR8 CAMESMATS1ON WORKS. DICHSODN NMFG:.C.
Mi l w a ukee, Wis. 1. Ch icago, 1n1. Stranton , Pa.

MANUFACTUREKS OF

Minîng Machinery

GATES' TUBE MILL
This cut illustrates the highest type of all modern fine pulverizers, namely, the Gates Tube Mill. As a tube

mill it is essentially a fine pulverizer and when used as such is effective and economical, giving large capacity at a
very low cost for repairs. The Tube Mill consists of a plate steel shell, made to revolve by means of heavy gearing
at about 25 revolutions.per minute. The shell is about half filled with hard flint pebbles and material to be pulver-
ized, and the constant rotation and wave-like tumbling action of the pebbles produces an enormous and flexible
grinding surface. It is continuous in its operation, being equipped with the Gates Patent Automatic Adjustable
Feeder and most approved form of dustless discharge. As the fineness of the discharged product depends upon
the quantity of material fed, we have taken special pains to produce an automatic feeder, driven from the mill itself,
capable of being adjusted to a nicety, which is not found in any other tube mill. In a modified form this same type of
mill can be used for wet pulverizing, and we have furnished a number of the smaller sizes for regrinding jig tailings.

We have patterns for and are prepared to manufacture mills 36, 42, 54 and 60 inches in diameter, and of any
practicable length for the respective diameters.

PI']¡ BL' i (() 21 rtkBd

MM\E\POLIS, 1b6enuad4
D)ENVER. iHTeod

GENE A LOF FICE :

HOME INSURANCE BUILDINIG.

SAl, L\d Tf.Dool.v blot 1k.
SP()l\\ l512 firs A%

LO\0\t'. ElugIolasItioodie
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ALLIS- MIIALMERS 0
SUCCESSOR lTO

THE EDWARD P. ALLIS CO. FRASER 8 CHA1311RS, G MES1ON WORKS, DICH-SONMF.C.
M il w aukee, wis .ChI l. Ch ic ago, 111. Sc ranton , Pa.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Mining Machinery
Klein Combi=
nation Classifier

This classifier embodies a new prin-
ciple, viz: the use of compressed air
with the wafer to effect the sizing, thus
greatly reducing the quantity of water
ordinarily required.

It is a well recognized fact that to

obtain good results in concentration, a

very careful, complete and accurate
sizing of the material must be made.

It is also necessary to make a com.
plete separation of the slimes from each
sizing, as they invariably contain con-
siderable values, which, if mixed with
coarser material, would be lost.

The Klein Combination Classifier
will do this without any difficulty, thus
permitting separate treatment of the
slimes mixed with a minimum quantity
of water.

This classifier can be used to size, or
separate, materials crushed to 6 milli-

meters and finer down to the most

minute particles; it, therefore, will

dispense with the use of sizing trom-

mels for material finer than 6 milli-

meters, and this will be a great item of
saving in the renewal of perforated
coverings, as well as in the loss of time
incident to these renewals.

These classifiers have now been in
use for over two years and therefore
are not an experiment.

For further particulars and descrip-

Klein Mediurn Classifier in the Desloge Cons. Lead Cornpany's tion send for our pamphlet.

Mill, Desloge, Mo.

Extensie 'Builders of

CONCENTRATING MACHINERY DECRION

OFFICIE :BKCOfE:
MAL L I lT'TDoolv bio k.

,,1N,, Pft ANE, 512 firsi A
SAN quse e 1\,,:3lewaißd

5UIl]DINGx. LO\DON. ENi. 10Moolo

13R \NGl FFlŒ5I:

PI'T¡"yli 101, 1212 frid Bld(g.
MMl\E\OLIS, H(rEhnu
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Class Bi D Compressor
[Air Cylitiders next to Fratiue]

Compound Belt-Driven Compressor

-

Duplex (Meyer-Valve) Compressor

Straight Line Belt Driven Compressor

Cross-Compound Corliss Compressor

- -
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THEBENNET FUSE
Crown EBrand

The Popular Fuse Throughout the Dominion
SOL-E MANUF'ACTURERS

BENNETT
ROSKEAR SAFETY

SONS & Co.
FUSE WORKS

England.
ACENTS IN CANADA:

J. H. ASHDOWN, Winnipeg, Man.
CAVERHILL, LEARMONT & CO., St. Peters St., Montreal.

MECHANICS SUPPLY CO., Quebec.
WM. STAIRS, SON & MORROW, Halifax, N.S.

WLRNU mAINini , Ceneral Agent, Yates Street, Victoria, B.C.

MPROVED
On a PATENT

NEEDLE
PNEUMATIC and SELF-
ACTINC PRINCIPLE,

IN GLASS

i

LUBRICATORS.
INSTRUCTIONS for FITTING and ADVANTAGES

The Lubý icators being careftîiiv fitted by enIarging the ouil ole to fitthe piug part of stopper, or otherwise bredcin g e itexis
ing oil boletenelmutb perfectlv round, snooth and cleanl, sus to e ith tube, fattened end reaching about lf
upthei or Lubricator, w rile te other end rests on the shaft or
axie, wilI produce the folioNvinge resuits, viz.

ist.-Free working of the machinery by perfect lubrication.
2nd.-A saving of more than 75 per cent. in oil.

3rd.-Corresponding economy in steam-power and coals.
4th.-Cleanliiness, and consequent saving in labor, engineers'

stores, etc.
ALL OUR LURICA TORS ARE FITTED WITH RASS TUBES.

IMPROVEI STEAM TUBE OLEANER.

TUE CLEANER TUAT CLEANS CLEAN.
ire. No Scale. Saves Cost Quickly.

WRITE FOIR PIRICES TO

THE HAMILTON BRASS
MFG. CO., Limited,

HAMILTON. ONT.

WM.
Camborne, Cornwall,

No Moistu

ROWiii A dumÀ- £ ,
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INERSOLL-SERGEANT
AIR COMPRESSORS

...SIMPLE OR COMPOUND...

AND

ROCK DRILLS
FOR HARD OR SOFT ROCK..

DUPLEX STEAM ACTUATED COMPOUND AIR COMPRESSOR, CLASS G
With Conpound Double Acting Air Cylinder and Receiver Intercooler.

COMPLETE MININC AND QUARRYINC PLANTS.

JAMES COOPER MANFG
MONTREAL.

BRANCES-124 Hollis St., Halifax, N.S. co Diamond Drill Co., Rat Portage, Ont.

CO. LIMITED
P-0. Building, Rossland, B.C. 'I.

il
1
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WALKER BROTHERS
WIGAN, ENGLAND

AIR COMPRESSORS
AGGREGATE POWER AT WORK, ABOUT 550 IN NUMBER, EXCEEDS 250,000 H. P.

WALKER BROTHERS HAVE RE-MODELLED OVER 100 AIR COMPRESSORS
ORIGIMALLY CONSTRUCTED BY OTHER MAKERS.

RIO TINTO COMPANY
We have recoived permission to state that tests made by the officials of the "RIO TINTO COMPANY
during the working of our COMPOUND, CONDENSING, TWO-STAGE, AIR COMPRESSORS at their miNES
in SPAIN, showed that the Coal Consumption was i.54 Ibs. of Welsh Coal per Indicated Horse Power
per hour. AIso that the working of the Compressors was most satisfactory.

THE EBLACKWALL TUNNEL
For the construction of the Tunnel, Six Air-Compressing Engines were crected. The largest Two Pairs of Compound Englnes, wee supplied by I...

Messrs. S. PEARSON & SON, the Contractors for the construction of the Tunnel, have kindly written to us, as below,
with reference to the quality and working of our Machinery:-

Sa PEARSON & SON, CONTRACTORs. BLACxWALL TUNNEL WORKs, EAST GREENWICH, S L.
MESSRS. WALKER BROTHERS, PAGEFIELD IRONWORKS, WIGAN. May xoth, 1897,DEAN SIRS,-We are pleased to confirm whatwe tod you verbally the other day, via: that we consider the Air Cylinders and Valves of your Compressors to be the best for such
work as we have been carrying out on the above Contract. frsc

we purc fom youP Engines Pan fOP aImOat a yOIP WithOustOPDrIngoand it gives uslgreat uleasure t4hS teusetf to the good qualities of the plant whih

F.,RWe enane 44sr anours taithfull. ife Builing, E. W. MOIFRANCIS T. PEACOCK, M.E.5 for Canada ... 44 Canada Life Building, MONTREAL
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Chemical and____________J. BASZANGER &CO,
108 FULTON ST., NEW YORK, N.Y., U.S.A.

IMPORTERS 0F

Assay Apparatus 011 -- BAKDIMNSCA RB ON S
ZINC, CYANIDE and SULPHURIC ACIDFAilE a RoZ

FOR CYANIDE PROCESS.

COMPLETE ASSAY OUTFITS.
TH E H AIILTON-MERRITT PROSPECTOR'S OUTIFITS . ... .

Becker's Balances and Weigbts.
Battersea Crucibles and Muffles.

Hoskins' Gasoline Furnaces.
Kavalier's Bohemian Glassware.

Munktell's Swedish Filters.

OUR 1897 CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

Lyman, Sons & Company
880, 882, 884 and 886 St. PAUIL STREET380,382,384 nd 86 S, PAL STEETFinest Quality and Shapes at Low est Prices.

MONTREAL. WORN OUT CARBONS AND FRAGMENTS BOUGHT.

AONSDRILLS I
They remFve slid cores through rock. 1
They furnish the cheapest-known method of prospecting.
The capacity of our Drills is from 350 feet to 6000 feet.

SEND FOR OUR DIAMOND DRILL CATALOGUE.

STANDARD DIAMOND DRILL 00.
1644 MONADNOCK BLOCK, CHICACO, U. S. A.

viii
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NOVA SCOTIA STEEL & COAL GO. Ltd.
PRD0PRItIT0PtS, MINERS AND
SIPPERDS 0F?

..Sydny lines Bitulminous Coal..
UnOzcolled Fuel for Steamships and Locomotives, Manufactories, Rolling

Mill, Forgez, Glas Works, Brick and Lime Burning, Coke,
Works, ana for the Manufacture of Steel, Iron, Etc.

COLLIERIES AT SYDNEY MINES, CAPE BRETON.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HAMMERED AND ROLLED STEEL
FOR MINING PURPOSES

Pit Rails, Tee Rails, Edge Rails, FishkPlates, Bevelled Steel Screen Bars, Forged Steet
Stamper Shoes and Dies, Blued& Machinery Steel 3 s' to '¼" Diameter, Steel Tub Axtes

Cut to Length, Crow Bar Steel, Wedge Steel, Hammer Steel, Pick Steel, Draw
Bar Steel, Forging of all kinds, Bright Compressed Shafting 5s' to 5"

true to , L part of One Inch.

A Full Stock of MILD FLAT, RIVET-ROUND and ANLE STEELS Always on Hand.
Special Attention Paid to Miners' Requireients.

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED.

Steel Works and Head Office NEW CLASCOW, N.S.
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DEEP DRILLING
makes economical mining and the deepest
hole can be drilled at the smallest cost by a

DIAMOND
ROCK DRILL
It can eut through 2,500 feet of solid rock in a
vertical line. It brings up solid cylinders of
rock, showing formation and character.

Made in all capacities, for Hand or
Horse-power, Steam or Compres-
sed Air-mounted or unmounted.

You will find lots of
information in our
new catalogue-
may we send it?

American Diamond Rock Drill Co.
95 Liberty St., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

Cable Address, "Occiduous," New York.
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SUL L IVAN
HOISTING ENGINES

FOR ALL PURPOSES

,-I III\-AN FMRST MOTION HOISTING FNGINEý-BAILANCED VALVES, SINGLE DRVM.

HEAVY HOISTS A SPECIALTY
AIR COMPRESSORS

DIAMOND DRILLS ROCK DRILLS
COAL MINING MACHINERY

TO INSURE PROMPT ATTENTION, ADDRESS DEPARTMENT No. 7.

MACHINERY Co.
135 Adams St. Chicago, U.S.A.
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COAL
The Standard of Excellence

in Bituminous Coal and Coke

for Blast Furnaces, Foundries,

Manufacturing and Domestic

Use .

RELIABLE, UNIFORM and STRICTLY HIGH GRADE
Shipped from Pictou Harbour, Halifax, and all Points
on Intercolonial Railway and Connections by the . . .

Intercolonial COai Mining Co.
AGENTS:

Hugh D. MacKenzie, Halifax.

Chas. W. Ives, Pictou.

Darrow, Mann & Co., Boston.

Arthur E. Scott, Quebec.

Head Office

Limited
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MONTREAL, Que.
CHA LES PRGIEy

Vice-Pres. & Generai Manager.
ID. FORBES ANGUS,

Seeretary-Treamurer.
JAS. P. CLEQlOprN

President.
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C OAL..
DOMINION 0OAL 0OMPANY SLIMITED

Glace Bay, C.B. Canada
MINERS OF

BITUMIjIOUS COALS
The celebrated " Reserve
coal for Household use.

"INTERNATIONAL" CAS COAL
And the best steam coal from its
Collieries on the Phalen seam.

International iupping Piera of the Dominion Coal Co. Llimited, at Sydney, C.B.

Shipping facilities at Sydney and Louisburg, C.B., of most modern type. Steamers carrying 5,000 tons loaded
hours. Special attention given to quick loading of sailing vessels. Snail vessels loaded witl quickest despateli.

Bun]rex c>Coal

The Dominion Coal Company has provided unsurpassed facilities for bunkering ocean-going steamers
attention given to prompt loading. Steamers of any size are bunkered1 w ithout detention.

By improved sereening appliances, mpi) coal for domestic trade is supplied, of superior quality.

in twenty-four

with dispateh. Special

APPLICATIONS FOR PRICES, TERMS, &c., SHOULD BE MADE TO

ALEZ.&NDER DICE, GOeeral Sales Agent, GLACE 3BAT, (.B.
KINGMAN & CO., Agents, Custon House Square, Montreal, P.Q.
M, R. MORROW, Agent, 50 Bedford Row, Halifax, N.S.
R. P. & W. F. STARR, Agents, St. John, N.B.
HARVEY & CO., Agents, St. Johns, Nfid.

0. SHIELDS, 2nd Vico-Proiont and General Manager.

xiii
xiii
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JEFFREYELEVATORS
DESIGNED TO SUIT THE CONDITIONS

'Ne also manufacture a Comiplete Line of

ELECTRIC -MINE LOCOMOTIVES
COAL

Power Drills

Crushers

CUTTERS

Screens

Conveyors, Etc.

JEFFREY LOCOMOTIVE AfANDLING ORE CARS.

Address The Jeffrey Manufactu ring Company Columbus, Ohio, U.A
41 Dey St., New York.

xiv THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW.
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THE BABCOCK & WILCOX
WATER TUBE

STEAM...
BOILER

M M

BABCOCK & WILCOX, LIMITED NGND BEUDERS.
HEAD OFFICE FOR CANADA:

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANYS BUILDINC, Il PLACE D'ARMES, MONTREAL.

THE JOHN McDOUGALL

Caledonian Iron Works Co. Limited
JMCT TELtA.I., Q;-.e.

BO LERS
HYDRAULIC AND MILL MACHINERY
GEARS, PULLEYS, HANGERS
IRON CASTINGS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

GENERAL AGENTS
IN CANADA FOR WORTHINGTON PUMPS

Meters, Etc., Rife Hydraulic Engines and' The New York
Filter Manufacturing Company

TANKS AND
WROUGHT IRON
WORK àa a0

was first patented by Stephen Wilcox, in

1856. Over 3,000,000 H.P. now
in use. Has no equal for MINES,
RAILWAY, SMELTERS, ELECTRIC

LIG HTING or other power purposes.

Large book " STEAM"N sent free on

application.
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Electric Blasting Apparatus.
Adapted for Firing ail kinds of Explosives used ln Blasting.

Victor Electric Platinum Fuses.
Superior to all others for exploding any make of dynamite or blasting powder.

Each Fuse folded separately and packed in neat paper boxes of 50 each. Al
tested and warranted. Single and double strength with any length of wires.

Blasting Machines.
Theastrongest and most powerful machines ever made forrElectric Blasting.

They are especially adapted for submarine blasting large railroad quarrying,
and mining works.

Victor Blasting Machine.
Fires 5 to 8 holes; weighs 15 lbs. adapted for prospecting, etc.

Insulated Wires and Tapes, * Blasting Caps, Fuse, Etc.
MANUFACTUREDJAMES MACBETH & 00., 128 Maiden Lane, New York, U.S.A. SEND FOR

Hamilton Powder Company
Manufacturers of Explosives

Office: 4 Hospital Street, Montreal. Branch Offices throughout Canada.

W I D R fl "WITECROSS" fBest English RopeWVIRiE Il>EPlough Steel and Othr Grades,
Imported Promptly at Lowest Prices.

A. C. LESLIE & CO.. Canadian Agents, Montreal.
r

MILL AND MININO MACHINERY
Shafting. Pul eys, Gearing, Hangers, Boliers. Engines, Steam
Pumps, ChiIIedl Car WheeIs and Car Castings. Brass and Iron
Castings of Every Description.

ALE X. FLE CK oOTT AWA
-- -- M ~U ~UUU~~*

Iron and Steel Structures for Collieries,
Metal Mines and Smelting Works. . . .

.Steel Bridges for Railways and H-ighiways. -Steel Piers and Trestles. Steel Water
Towvers and Tanks. Steel Roofs, Girders, BeamCiis, columnls, for Buildings.....

. . A LARGE SFOCK OF . .

ROLLED STEEL BERMS, JOITS, GlRDERS, CHANNELS, ANGLESTEES, Z BARS AND PLATES
ALWAYS ON HAND, IN LENGTHS TO THIRTY-FIVE FEET

Tables, giving sizes and Strength of Rolled Beams, on application. Post Oftfice Addiress, - MONTREAL.

Dominion Bridge (2o., Ltd., acn° 2:'ks,.Q.

mm
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Saved $25 per Month.

A customer says:-

" We find the 100 horse power engine bought froim you
very satisfactory. The saving iii fuel is about $25 per
month over the engine we were running before."

Robb Engineering Co. Ltd.
ANIHERST, N.S.

Agents 1VILLIAM McK AY, 19 McKenzie Crescent.I loronto.
WATSON .JACK & Co., 7 St. Helen St.. Moitreal.
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JOHN DAVIS & SON(Derby)Limited,England
NANUFACTURERS OF

Instruments of Precision eLatest

TRANSITS
HEDLEY DIALS

THEODOLiTES
LEVELS, &c.

ANEMOMETERS
DRAWING INSTRUMENTS

SAFETY LAMPS of all kinds, Lamp Parts and Supplies.

STrOCK AT MONTREAL. SEND FOR CATALOGUE ANI> PRICES.

SOLE REPRESENTATIVE FOR CANADA

FRANCIS T. PEACOCK, Canada Life Building, MONTREAL
MOUNTAIN TRANSITS

Exteîisiv elv sed iii the
roîîghc-st iîîîîug regioii..

Surveying, Mining and Engineering Instruments
ACCURATE AND MINING TFRANSITSMOST IMPROVED

A COMPLETE UNE OF ENCINEER'S INSTRUMENTS AND SUPPLIES.
Reasonable Prices. Send for Catalogue.

HEARN & HARRISON 1640-1642
NOTRE DAME STREET

epairs a Specialty.

MONTREAL
A. LESCHEN & SONS ROPE CO.

SOL-E MIANU.FACTr-URERS OF

Patent Flattened I ei

Strand Wire Rope LESCHEN'S ^i TRAMWAYS
Via lr Ree i eSrad. nê MnI r 4 I. ni ~ Bok fevery

REMEMBER1! Ail genuine Heicules wir Rpe gis a ReStrand. Wire Rope, Manila, Sisal Rope, Wood, Iron and Steel Blocks ° 'escription

HOME OFFICE: 920-922 No. First St., St. Louis, Mo. BRANCHES:Sa

THE DENVER FIRE CLAY CO.
1742-1746 Champa St., DENVER, COLORADO, U.S.A.

ASSAYERS and CHEMISTS :
SUPPLIES,

MANUFACIURERS OF

Furnaces, Crucibles,
Scorifiers, Muffles,
and ail kinds Of F ire Clay goods for
andtallurkal ulposes. 'Also Roleiý inetal urgical p
Ash, Bei jx(;eitss, iiiîd strictly C.. e
Grantflted I eadGNS O

SELLING AGENTS FOR

AINSWORTH BALANCES.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE-

* ~®®~~®®®®®***~®~®®~®®00

Brunton's Patent Pocket Transit
For Surface or Underground Surveys

THE accompanying illustration shows an

operator taking verticalangles with the
bBrunton Patent Pocket Transit.

It is the most accurate and reliable pocket
instrument made for preliminary surveys of

every description.

Case of aluminum 24 by 234 by i inches;

weight 8 ounces.
Nearly 1,ooo in use by prominent mining

engineers, mine managers, civil engineers and

geologists everywhere.

MaY be purchased fron any rellablesupPly house
or direct froin the sole mianufacturer.. .. .. ..

Wm. Ainsworth
Sole Manufacturers

Denver, Colo., U. S
Send for Catalogue B3-5 for full particulars.

& Sons,
A.
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THE GRIFFIN
THREE ROLLER

..ORE MILL..
The Griffin Three Roller Ore Mill is a simply constructed Mil, suitable for working all

MIN kinds of ores that require unitilfor uine crushing by the wt proctss 'Ihis Miil is a Ilodi-
ticatio of tht weil l-known Chilian 1ill, but the rollers run upon a crushing ring or die,

which is inclined inw ardly at an ngle of abouIt 30 degrees, thei rollrs theinselves also bing

n melinted to the central shaft of the Mill, thus utilizing the centrifuga f, it as well as thie

w eight of the rollers theinselves ast a crshing agent. The Griffin Thre R1oller Ore M"il is

therefore a Mill of great strength, and has few wearing parts. W counstruct these Mills,

xith extreme care, tising only the best of raw iaterials, w hich iareumost carefll tworked

b men who are specialists as mill builders. We seil the Griffin Ore ill uni its determined

÷ Nrisand will1 glaly\ supply fuill Information regarding it to) any one.

Send for free illustrated and descriptive catalogue to

Bradley Pulverizer Co.BOSSON

in Excellent Condition, with Fastenings, Rails Ready for Ship-
ment. Also Locomotives, Steai Shovels, and other Railway
Equipnents.RL l9For prices and p'articulars, also our new Catalog, write:-

NEW AND SECOND HAND M. MITSHKUN 00.
FOR RAILWAYS, TRAMWAYS, &C. DETROIT, MICH.

Bleichert Wire Rope Tramway
MORE BLEICHERT TRAMWAYS IN USE THAN ALL OTHERS.

MANVFACTURED BY

THE TRENTON IRON CO.

Engineers and Contractors, and sole licensees in North Anerica for the Bleichert Systei. Also,

Wire Rope Equipments for Cable Hoist-Conveyors, Surface and Underground Hlaulage, etc.

Illustrated book upon application.

New York Offce-Cooper, Hewitt & Co., 17 BuPling slip.
Chicago Otfce-1114 Monadnock Building.

Iron
Grooved

Wheels

Dodge M'fg.
TORONTO
CANADA

xix
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MINING SUPPLIESINDS
PICKS

DYNAMITE
BAR IROI

SHOVELS
POWDER

N STEEL

WIRE ROPE CHAIN
DETONATORS

DRILL
FUSE

STEELIN LONG ANDSTEELSHORTLENGTHS
STEAM & COMPRESSED AIR HOSE HARDWARE

VALVES FITTINGS

RICE L-ESWIS & SOJIT
HARDWARE LIMITED

THE BUCYRUS COMPANY
SOUTH MILWAUKEE. WISCONSIN.

STEAM SHOVELS AND DREOCES.
RAILROAD WRECKING CA1RS AND PILE DRIVERS. C ENTRIFUGAL DREDGING PUMPS.

For
Miners
Pit Sinkers DYNAMITE AND EXPLOSIVES For

Q ua rry me n
Contractors

... Manufacturers and Dealers in ...

ELECTRIC BLASTING APPARATUS, FUSE, CAPS, &c.
DAN'L SMITH,

Pr asidBn t
C. A. MACPHERSON,

Sec. -T reas.
ONTARIO POWDER Co. Limited 176 ONTARIO STREET

Kingston, Ont.

SchoI of Plactical Science, Ilonnto
ESTABLISHED 1878.

AFFILIATED TO THE IUNIVERSITY 0F TORONTO.

This School is equipped and supported entirely by the Province oi
Ontarlio and gives instruction in the following departmerts:

i-CIVIL ENGINEERING.-
2-MINING ENGINEERING
3-MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
4 -ARCHITECTURE
5-ANALYTICAL AND APPLIED CHEMISTRY

Special Attention is directed to the Facilities possessed by the School
for giving Instruction in Mining Engineering. Practical Instruc-
tion is given in Drawing and Surveying, and in the following
Laboratories :

-CH EMICAL
a-ASSAYI NG

3-MILLING 6-ELECTRICAL
4-STEAM 7-TESTING
Th Shoî ls h s -go Mcletos f ieais ok ndFsis

SPecial Students will be received as well a those taking regular courses.

FOR FULL INFORMATION SEZ CALENDAR.

L B. STEWART, Secretary.

PIPE ETC.

PLACER MINING MACHINERY OF THE ELEVATOR BUCKET TYPE.

xx
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TNOT AN EXPERMENT: IN GENERAL USE THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

The New Jackson Hand Power Rock Drili
Handled and operated by ONE MAN, wilI accomplish work of THREE MEN drilling with Bits and Hammers.

WILL WORK IN ANY POSITION, IN ANY ROCK.
It Saves steel,

It Saves1Labor,

Write for Catalogue.

H. D. CRIPPEN
It Saves

SOLE
MANUFACTURER

Mone*y.

52 Broadway, New York

The Colorado Iron Works Co.
T HE above Company take pleasure in announcing to the mining

world that they have purchased the contro.ding interest in

THE PNEUMATIC CYANIDE PROCESS CO.
and the patents protecting said PROCESs all over the world.

'The results attained by this PROCESS during the past three years
both in rapidity of treatment and the high percentage of extraction
obtained, have been so remarkable that it is now recognized as the

Standard Cyanide Process of the World.
No up-to-date mine owner or manager can afford to use the old,

slow and wastefulI methods when he can get the use of the PNEUMATIC
PROCESS at a merely nominal cost.

The record of 4o years of successful miiil and smelter work made

The Colorado Iron Works Company
is a sufficient guarantee that they would not handle
thing but the BEST in any branch of metallurgy.
pared to build the best cyanide plants ever erected,
them for 30 days before delivery to the purchasers.

or recommend any-
They are now pre-

and, if desired, run

E --- mMmýI

Address al h numt C aid rcsInquiries ePeu ai Caie rcs

Office and Works:

DENVER, COL.

Co. 306 Boston Bld.
O.Denver, Colo.

Office and Works:

DENVER, COL.

xxi
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HENRY BATH & SON,
London, Liverpool and Swansea,

BROKERS.
All Description of

Metals, Mattes, Etc.
Warehouses, Liverpool and Swansea.

Warrants Isued under their Special Act of
Parliament. •

NITRATE OF SODA.
Cable Address : - BATHOTA. LONDON.

SADLER & HAWORTH
TANNERS AND
MANUFACTURERS 0F

Oak Leather Belting . . . . . .
Bydraulic and Mechanical Leather

MONTREAL and
TORONTO.

KINl BROTRERS
15 Bell's Lane

QUEBEC.

Lumber
Asbestos

Chromie Iron
Mills at River Ouelle, Lyster, Kingsburg,

Pabos, Cedar Hall.

ASBiESTOS--Cirde, FVbreized andi laper
Stock Ilami¡nlen i ne, 'îhettord.

CIIROMIC IRON \INE-Bilack Lake.

C. L

BERGER

&SONS
9 Province Court,BOSTON, Mass.

Ba11)Sct s O TO
BUFF & BERGER.

SPECIALTIES:

StandaridInstruments
and Appliancesfor Mining, Subway,
Sewer, Tunnel,

and all kinds of
Underground Work.

sEND >FOR ;CATALOGUE

McPherson, Clark, Campbell & Jarvis
Barristers, Solicitors, &c.

OFFICES :
TPuste and Guarantee Building

16 King St. West, Toronto, Can
Cable Address: CLAPHER, TORONTO.

NICKEL
The

Canadian Copper
Company

74 BROADWAY

NEW YORK

ORFORD COPPER CO.
74 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Copper and Nickel Smelters
WORKS AT CONSTABLE'' HOOK, N. J.

Opp. New Brighton, Staten Island.

Copper Ore, Mattes, or Bullion Purchased. Advances

made cn Consignments for Refining and Sale.

Specialty made of Silver-bearîn g Ores and Matte-
Copper Ingots, Wlre Bars and Cakes-Ferro-Nicksl
and Ferro-Nickel Oxides for use in preparing Nickel
Steel for Armour Plates.

NICKEL AND NICKEL OXIDES.

LICENSES TO PROSPECT
or work Minerals on any of their Lands and Reserva-

tions covering nearly a quarter of a million acres in

Eastern Ontario, and principally within the belts con-

taining Iron, Phosphate, Gold, Galena, Plumbago,

Mica, Marble, Building Stone, and other valuable

minerais, are issued by

The Canada Company
For list of lands and terms apply to the Company's

Mining Inspector and Agent

ANDREW BELL, C.E., D.LS., Etc
ALMONTE, ONT.

OLDEST EXPERTS IN
1Molybdenite,

Scheelite,
Wolframite,

Talc, Chrome Ore,
Mlica, 'Nickel Ore,

t % Cobalt Ore,
B t Cerium, and

Graphite, al Ores
Blende,11O s and
Corundum,In e
Fluorspar,
Feldspar.

LARCEST BUYERS. BEST FICURES. '

ADVANCES ON SHIPMENTS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLUCîlf .

: 4 gc,.,~BlckwHLiv'erpool, ABC Code, Moreing
&Neal, Mining and Getieral Code, Litbers

Code and Mullers Code.
ESTABLISHED 1869.

LEDOUX & o.
99 JOHN ST., NEW YORK.

Sample and Assay mp
at the Port of

Ores and Metals.iwo
We are not Dealers or Refiners, but Receive

Consignments, Weigh, Sample and Assay them,
selling to highest bidders, obtaining advances when
desired, and the buyers of two continents pay the
highest market price, in New York Funds, cash
against our certificates.

MINES EXAMINED AND SAMPLED.
ALSO ANALYZE EVERYTHING.

GROUNDMICA
Various brands, for makers of

Malleable Castings, for Furnace Lin-
ing and Annealing, for Mica Lubri-
cants, for Fire-proof Paint and roof-
ing mixtures, for paper makers, etc.

MANUFACTURED BY

The Ontario Mica Works
6 and 8 PRINCESS ST.

KINGSTON, ONT.

Canada Atlantic Ry.
THE SHORT FAVORITE ROUTE

BETWEEN

Ottawa and Montreal.
T5RAINS DAILY

EXCEPT SUNDAY
And Sunday Train Both Directions

PULLMAN BUFFET PARLOR CARS

Close Connections at Montreal with Trains for

Quebec, Halifax, Portland
And all Points EAST and SOUTH.

FAST THROUGIH SERVICE BETWEEN

Ottawa, New York and Boston
And all NEW ENGLAND POINTS

Tbhough Buffte agp[ Siepers betlWB Ottawa and HNW Yrk
Baggage checked to ail points and passed by custcms in transit.
For tickets, tire tables and infonnation, apply to nearest ticket

agent of this conpany or connecting lines.

E. J. CHAMBERLIN, J. E. WALSH,
General Manager. Ass. Gen. Passenger Agt.

C. J. SM1ITH , Gen. Traffic Manager.

S. DILLON-MILLS
MINING EXPERT

Address all correspondence to

538 Huron Street TORONTO.

Specialty:

i Examination, Prospecting and Initial
Development of Mining Properties.
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DIRECTORY OF MININC ENCINEERS, CHEMISTS, ASSAYERS, ETC.

JOHN E HARDMAN, S.B.
CONSULTING

IINING, ENGINEER

Room 2, Windsor lotel Montreal.

20 years' experience in the Mining and Reduction of
Gold, Silver, Lead and Copper.

13 years as a Specialist in Gold Mining and M illig.

MONTREAL TESTING LAItORATORY.

MILTON L. HERSEY, M.A.Sc. (!cGiil)
CONSULTING CHEMIST OF THE

CANADIAN PACIFtc RAILWAY COMPANY.

146 St. James Street MONTREAL

ASSAYS OF ORES
A N A LYSES of al] made with greatest acauracy.
SAM PLES BY MA IL---ruem er4z.lmit24o.
INSTRUCTION IN ASSAYING, Etc., to Prospect-

ors and uthers.

MINERAL PROPERTIES EXAMINED.

J. T. DONALD

ASSAVER AND MINING GEOLOGIST.

112 St. Francois-Xavier St.,
MONTREAL.

Analyses and Assays of Ores, Fuels, Furnace
Products, Waters, etc. Mines and Mining Pro-
perties examined and valued.

JOHN ASHWORTH
CONSULTING M INING INGINEER

Of the firm of

ASHWORTH & MORRIS
Civil and Mining

Engineers.
Surveyors and

Valuers.

8-KING STREET-8
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.

JOHN B. HOBSON
CONSULTING MINING ENGINEER

Manager Con. Cariboo Hyd. Mining Co., Limited

BULLION, BRITISH COLUMBIA.

28 vears' experience mn the equipment and operation
of large lydraulic, Deep Gravel, Drift and Gold
Qu irtz Mines, ir, California and British Columbia.

Telegraphic and Cable Address:
"liIOBSON," AscHROFT, B.C.

J. BURLEY SMITH
CIVIL ANI) MINING ENGINEER

30 Vears Experience.
RAT PORTAGE - - - ONTARIO.

Undertakes the Prospecting of Mines and Mineral Lands.
Diamond Drill Borings made by contract for all mineralstearthy and metalliferousi. Artesian Wells and (>il prings,

also Deep Soundings for Harbors. Rivers, Canals, Tunnels and
Bridge Froundations. Quarry Sites and Llay Fields tested.

Hans and Sections made showing rcsult of orings-Goldlrifts tested to Ledge by the new Pneumatic and Hydraulic
1 ube Systen and the yield ascertained-Flmes, Ditches,
, onitors and Placer %iine Plant general'y designed and con-

structed. Properties Examined and Reported on, Assays made.

FRANK B. SMITH, B.Sc.
CIVII, ANI)

MINING ENGINEER

Certificated Colliery Manager Great Britain and
British Columbia.

REPORTS ON MINING PROPERTIES.

CALGARV, ALTA.

J. H. CHEWETT, B.A. Sc.
(Honor Graduate in Applied Science, Toronto University)

Asso. Ment. Can. Soc. C.E.

MINING ENGINEER

Consultation. Reports. Development.

87 YORK ST., ROSSIN BLOcK,

TORONTO.

J. B. TYRRELL
.ate of the Geological Survey of Canada.

MINING ENGINEER

DAWSON VUKON.

Telegraphic Address-Tyrrell, Dawson.

Code used-Bedford McNeil's.

F. HILLE

MINING ENGINEER.

Mines and Mineral Lands examined and re-
ported on. Plans and Estimates on Concen-
trating Mills after the Krupp Bilharz system.

PORT ARTIUR, ONT.
CANADA.

FRANK C. LORING

MINING

ENGINEER

No. 45 Broadway NEW YORK

Office, Room 83.

CHAS. BRENT

M INING ENGINEER AND METALLURGIST

Rat Portage, Ont.

Examines and reports on Mining Properties.

Superintends the erection of Mining and Milling
lants.

DeMOREST & SILVESTER

CIVIL AND MINING ENGINEERS.
ONTARIO LAND SURVEYORS.

Surveys. Reports. Development. Installation.

Cable address, ''DEMORSIL, SU HIURY.
Codes, Lieber's and Bedford McNeil's.

SUDBURY, ONTARIO.

WM. BLAKEMORE

-3STLNNG- "E:I3TNEER

Consultation. Reports. -Development.

Montreal.

A. W. ROBI

DREDGING MACIIINERY.

INSON, M. Am. Soc. C.E., M. Am. Soc. M.E.

MECIIANICAL ENGINEER

PLANT FOR PUBLIC WORKS.

879 DORCIESTER STREET, MONTREAL

CANADA.

J. C. GWILLIM, B.Sc.

MINING

ENGINEER

JOHN McAREE, B.A. Sc.
MINING

ENGINEER

Ontario and Dominion Land Surveyor.

ONTARIO.RAT PORTAGE

GOLD DREDGES.
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0The

Overstrom Diagonal Concentrating Table

This table is noted for the following features which will'be
Of interest to Canadian millmien.

Less Floor Space. Saving of Water. Fewer Parts.Long Feed Box. No vacant spaces on Table. No Middlings Elevator.
We are the sole Canadian rnanufacturers of this machine. Catalogue and prices promptly submnittedi.

slorSretTHE JENCKES MACHINE CO.Rsitra
TORONTO. MONTREAL.

ROsSANDand27 LANSDOWNE ST.14 olis.
GREENWOOD, B.c. SHERBROOKE, Que., CANADA. HALIFAX, N.S.

M. BEATTY & SONS,
Welland, Ontario.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Dredges, Ditchers, Derricks and Steam Shovels
for Dredging, Dykeing, Ditching, GOLD

MINING, Etc., of various Styles and
Sizes to Suit any Work.

MINE HOISTS, HOISTING ENGINES,
HORSE POWER HOISTERS,

SUSPENSION CABLEWAYS,
STONE DERRICKS, GANG STONE SAWS.

Submarine Rock Drilling Machinery.

Leitrifugal Pumps for Drainage Works,
Pumping Sand, Gold Mining,

Contractor's Use, &c.

WIRE ROPE AT MARKET PRICES.

AGENTS:

E. LEONARD & SONS
MONTREAL, QUE. ST,. JOHN, N.B.

'B.GREENING WlRE C i K0.."l ,l ir c eo * Wire Screens
BE 

FOR EVERY CLASS
* * **F ** OF MATERIAL.

Perforated metal of Steel, Copper, Brass,

Zinc, for all purposea. Special attention
ID 1given toM ONT REAL. 43MINERS' REQUIREMENTS,

We illustrate in this advertise.
ment a typical Pump for Mine
Work. This is our Triplex Power
Pump, fitted with tight and loose
pulleys as shown in cut. It is the
regular Triplex type with the three
cranks 120 degrees apart; crank-
shaft and connecting rods are of
steel ; gears machine-cut from
the solid ; plungers of brass and
aîl details carefully worked out.
This Pump is especially adapted
for service with Electricity as the
motor power.
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20th YEAR OF PUBLICATION.

Estbis4~d 1882
THE OLDEST AND ONLY OFFICIAL MINING AND ENGINEERING JOURNAL PUBLISHED IN

THE DOMINION OF CANADA.
.T. A BELL, Editor and Proprietor. Published Monthly. OFFICES{\orm:"* oin. .

V .r.,taNry. C .usu 1taitIing Isit.tute, .t

~VOL. XXI., No. r s. NOVEMBER, 1902. VOL. XXI., No. z:.

Our Cement Industries.

The enormous growth in the production of cement -duting the
ast few years is due, in part at least, to the extensions of irs use into

lepartments of construction into which other materials have hitherto
)een used. A summary of the statistics of the production and prices
n Ontario, the largest producer, during the ten years from 1892 to

go.will show that while the production has been increased six and
lhalf limes, the prices have ruled very steadily.

............

9-S ...........

1897 ...........k.8- ............
«;1, ............

S ............
a9001............

NATURAL CEMENT.

EbIs. Value. per

54,155
74,353
55,323
55,219
60,705
84,670
91,528

139,487
125,428
138,628

$38.58o
63,567
48,774
45,145
44,roo
76.123
74,222

117.039
99,994

l07,625

JPokTr.AND CaxxET.

L. BbIs. Value. Per Bi.

ài 20.247 $47,4:7 $ 34
6 31.924 63,848 2.00
8 30,580 6to6o 3.82
21 58.699 114,332 1.95
3! 77,760 138,230 1.78
: 96,85 170,302 3.76
Il 353.348 3o2.c96 1.97
4 222.550 444,227 2.00
9 306.726 598.02z r.95
i350660 563,255 z.61

Since x899 there bas been no increase in the manufacture of
'natural cernent, while the output of Portland cernent has gone up

about fifty per cent. In 1899 the prices ruling for both varieties of
,cement were practically the sane as in à893. Natural cerment is just

'.'ow quoted at $'.35 to $&.6o, while Portland, according to quality,

Jbrings f.orn $1.go to $2.75. The increase in production has been
mostly in Portland cernent, ii.e output of which in goi was more
than seventeen times the quantity manufacturcd in a892. But in spite
of this great advance the importation of cernent from Great Britain,
the United States, Belgium, Germany and other countries has con-
tinued to increase, so that for the seven months ending January 3:1s,
19o2, Canada imported cernent to the. value of $61o,o4:, the United

.States furnishing five.sixths of the total." The low prices ruling in
Canada in :go may be explained by overproduction in the United
States and the consequent necessity of finding a market for the over-

plus.
But the markets will stand a steady and large increase in the

world's output. There is a growing demand for Portland cernent not
only for foundations, but for the walls of buildings. Reinforced by

*Report Of the Ontario Bureau of Mines, 1902, P. 33.

steel rods it is being extensively used for construction in raany cases
where great strength and solidity are required. In Europe piles are
being made of steel and cernent, and are found to stand driving better
than wood. '

While the cernent industry is growing in Canada as fast perhaps
as is healthy, the selection of sites and naterial for cernent works
would be greatly facilitated by a better knowledge of our clay,
marl, and limestone deposits. Here is a large piece of work to which
we call the attention of our national and provincial departments of
mines. It bas a direct bearing on an industry which is already pro-
ducing nearly three quarters of a million dollare v:orth a year, and
which is capable of great expansion. The returns from such a piece
of work are not problematical and they are not in the far distant

future.

Canadian Trade in Mining Machinery.

The value of the mining and metallurgical industries of Canada
and their rapidly increasing importance to the trade and commerce of
the Dominion are very clearly demonstrated in the remarkalile expan.
sion whieh has taken place during the last few years in our trade, both
domestic and foreign, in mining machinery and mine supplies.

The steadily increasing value of our production of minerals and
metals, now approximating at the pit's mouth close upon $8o,ooo,ooo
annually, the continued opening up and devclopment of new mineral
territory, thei large expenditures on the installation of modem plants f. r
our mines, mills, furnaces and smelters, have developed not only a very
well organized and flourishing industry in the manufacture of special
lines of mining equipment within the Dominion but also a large and
growing trade with other countries. During the past two fiscal years
official returns show that our enterprising neighbours in the Unittd
States supplied us with.mining machinery of the value of two and a
half millions of dollars. It is also gratifying to note that our imports
from the mother country, while still not very large, are steadily
improving.

The Canadian Customs tariff, while giving, very properly we think,
a reasonable measure oi protection by imposing a moderate duty upon
those lines of mining machinery which are made at home,.provides a
very liberal Free LiLt under which the bulk of the machinery noted
below has been brought in. This List, we understand, will be still fur-
ther extended during the next revision of our Customs tariff. Thç
following figures have been carefully compiled by the REviEw from
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the Trade and Navigation blue book annually published by the
Department of Customs:-

Free machinery imported in 1898 of a value of
" " 2x899 "

" " 190:1"
d" 1902 "

$128,780
207,737

724,187
1,535,225

904,267

These figures are for the fiscal year ending 3 oth June.

The following figures show the value of the free and dutiable
ining machinery imported during the past two years and the sources

from which it was derived .-

Inp<rted free f f)ty-
Fron: Great Britain .

France .................. ..... .....
Austria ... .. ... ... ...........

. Germ any...... ............ .......
t United States........................

Total free nachinery..........

Imported szuItet to) 23 per unt. iuty-
Prom Great Britain. ................. .....

" Germany...... ..... ..........
S tJUnited States ...................

Total imports of mining and smelt-
ing machinery...............

1901 1902

$3 %, 1 N-6 $14 061
2.136 ......
....;.. SoI,244 to.t63

1.496.664 793,881

$1,535,225 1848, 55

25,913 7.53t

48500

$2.6:7,738 904,267

The figures in detail for the nine months from ist January to 3 oth
September last and the entries during the same period of the previous
year show

Dutiable

$4, 196
9,689

806
517

6,180
12,269
4,267

16,428
599

$54,95r

Total

$t55,330

171,719
62.99:
53,4381

265,4891
174,941
63,1861
87,407,
85,078,

$r.079,581

Free

$92,984
43,123
55,255
61,227
90,820
77,270
47,5: U
90,798
82,090

$64o,078

Dutiable Tutal

$2,549 $95 533
2.3801 45,503
2,629 57,84
5,087 66314
4,,S2 95.602
5.293 82.563
2,171 49.682
1,839 91.937
8,906 90.996

$34.936 +676 o4

The following table shows in detail the sources from which
Canadian mining and smelting machinery were derived during the last
uine months of the year:-

Fr.ee

lanury $66,236
February 42.486
Marci...... 54,980
April....... 55,6i8
May ....... 90623'
Jute . ..... ... 76.409
July........ 47,444
August ..... br,627
Septemiber.. S.6o8

Por 911o0,. $597,06:

$2,549
2,380
1.720
4.997
4,782
5,293
2 171
1.139
8,535

$33,566

.,5. ...
637
275 $9o9

5,579 •90

197 ...
8:: ...

9,162
180 371

$43,169 $1,370

$420]

50
67
9

302

$848

$95,533
45,503
57,884
66.314
95,602
82,563
49.682
91,937

90,$ 6

$676,o14

While these figures show a falling off in the value of our imports
conpared with the same period in igor, it is well to rememiber that
last year was especially notable for opening up and equipnent of

many new furnaces and smelters, and that in the earlier months of the
present year mining activity in British Columbia was greatly restricted
by labor troubles and a severe depression in the market for our silver.
lead ores. This trade is, however, only in its infancy, and the continued
expansion of mining activity throughout the.Dominion will materially
increase the value of our trade in mining machinery in the future.

Pig Ieon Production.

Mowrn

January ...
February...
March ... .
April.......

a41y........
June ...
Jutly...
August.....
September..

Total...

Free

$î::,134
164,03c
62,185
52,921

259,309
162.674

58.919
70,979
84,479

$:,024.63c

The American Iron and Steel Association has received laect
from the manufacture.rs the 'statistics of the production of pig iron iii
Canada in the first six months of 1902. The figures show a slight

increase as compared with the last half of 190s, but a very great in-
crease as compared with the first half of that year.

In the first six months of a902 the production of all kinds ut ing
iron in the whole of the Dominion amounted to 157,894 gross tons as
compared with 149,952 tons in th.e last half of 19or, 95,0 24 tons in

the first half of that year. The increase in the first half of 1902 over
the last half of 1901 was 7,852 tons, or over 5 per cent, while the in.
crease over the first half of igo was 62,780 tons, or over 66 per cent.
Of the total production of. the first half of r9go, 12,000 tons were
Bessemer and basic pig ion. The coke furnaces made 147,392 tons
and the charcoal furnaces 9,912 tons. Neither spiegeleison nor ferro.
manganese has been made in Canada for several years.

The unsold iron held by the Canada pig iron manufacturers on
June 30, 1902, none of which was intended for their own gross con-
sumption, amounted to 37,721 gross tons, as compared with 59,472
tons on December 31, 1901. Of tle unsold iron oh hand June 30,
1902, less than 2,000 tons were made with charcoal, the remainder
heing coke iron.

' On June 30, 1902, Canada had 14 completed blast furnaces, of

which eight were in blast and six were idle. Of this total nine were
equipped to use coal for fuel, four to use charcoal and one to use
mixed charcoal and coke. In addition three coke and two charcoal
furnaces were being built on June 30, 1902 but work upon two of the
coke furnaces was temporarily suspended.

The Ophi, Fight.

The Judicial Committee of the Privy Council have rendered a
final decision in this long pending litigation in favor of the Ontario
patentees, Messrs. E. Seybold et al, who were represented in the
Crown Land Department and in the Courts by Mr. J. M. Clark, K.C.
The origin of the contest dates back to the "Boundary Dispute"
between the Province of Ontario on the one hand and the Dominion
of Canada and the Province of Manitoba on the other. This dispute
was decided in favor of Ontario in 1878 by arbitrators but their award
was repudiated by the Dominion. The mattei was then referred to
the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, their decision in favor oi
Ontario being confirmed by Imperial legislation. The Dominion then
claimed the land by virtue of the so.called Indian title. This claim
was fought.in the Courts and was decided both in the Canadian Courts
and by the Privy Council in favor of Ontario. The last point in the
series of questions arose in the present case in regard to a tract of land
including Sultana Tsland which the Dominion authorities purported to
set apart as an Indian reserve although the lands belonged to Ontario.
This question is -now-finally decided. The statement of the law in
regard to the question contained in McPherson & Clark's Law of
Mines in Canada was approved in Canada'and has now been confirmed
by the Privy Council, the final authdrity in such matters.
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The Lote Dr. Selwyn.

We are deeply grieved to record this month the deati of our old
friend, Dr. A. R. C. Selwyn, for many years Director of the Geolo.
gical and Natural History Survey of Canada. Dr. Selwyn, who was
in his seventy-eighth year, had been living since his retirement from
the Survey at Vancouver, B.C., and he died there on the 24th ultimo.
lie had been in failing health for some time and the sad event was
not unanticipated.

Alfred Richard Cecil Selwyn, C.M.G., LL.D., F.R.S., was born
in Somersetshire, England, in 182.1, He waç the youngest son
of the Reverend Townshend
Selwyn, Canon of Gloucester
Cathedral. His mother was
the daughter of Lord George
Murray, Bishop of St. David's,
and grand.daughter of John,
fourth Dùke of Athol. His
early education was received

from a tutor at home, but
later he was sent to Switzer-
land, where he completed his
studies.. After leaving school,
some years were spent partly
in travel in Belgium, France,
Switzerland and the Tyrol,
and partly in the position of
a clerk in mercantile houses
in London and Liverpool.
This latter occupation, how-
ever, was distasteful, and hav-
ing already acquired consider-
able knowledge of geology as
an amateur, Mr. Selwyn glad-
ly availed himself of an ap-
pointment as Assistant Geol-
ogist on the Geological Sur-
vey of Great Britain. The
ability he displayed in this
position soon attracted the

notice of distinguished geolo-
gists, and in 1852, on the
recommendation of Sir H. T.
De la Beche, the Director of THE LATE DR. A. 1
the Survey, Mr. Selwyn was Dircctor of the Geologk:d Si
appointed by the Secretary of
State for the Colonies, to
undertake the geological survey of the colony of Victoria, Australia.
About this time much interest had been aroused respecting the gold
fields and coal beds in Tasmania, and the Government of that colony
decided to obtain the services of a practical geologist to decide the
question. Mr. Selwyn was asked to undertake .the work, and con-
senting, at once began a thorough and systematic examination of
Tasmania, his report on which was highly satisfactory. In &859 he
undertook with equal success a similar service for the Government of
South Australia. Previous to this, in z856, he was appointed one of
the commissioners of mines for Victoria; in 1858 be was made a
member of the Science and Prospecting Board, and in :86: appointed
a commissioner for the Victoria International Exhibition. The esteem
in which Dr. Selwyn was held by the Government and people of the
colony is best shown by these and other distinctions accorded him.

He was a member of the Government Tender Board and of the
councils of the Board of Agriculture, of the Royal Society, and of the
Acclimitization Society. In 1869, Sir William Logan having resigned,
the position of Director of the Geological Survey of Canada was
offered to Dr. Selwyn, and he accepted. His work since then is well
known; the lines laid down by his predecessor have been carried out
to a large extent, but the field has so greatly enlarged that the present
systein may fairly be said to have originated with Dr. Selwyn. The
responsibilities of such a position were very great, and his task had
been rendered more arduous by the small sums appropriated by Par.
liament for the purposes of the Survey. A regretable dissension also

at one time greatly added to
the difficulties of his position;
and this, together with certain
ill.advised criticisns made
either in malice or ignorance,

which had appeared, caused
the appointment of a Royal
Commission in 1884 to en-
quire into the system and
work of the Survey, the re-
port of which silenced these
complaints. Very mistaken
ideas as to the objects and
functions of the institution
had been held. The Geolo-
gical Survey is carried on in
the interests of science more
than of commerce. It never
was intended that it should
be a sort of National Pros-
pecting Agency, for the pur-
pose of discovering and ap-
praising mineral deposits, and
collecting commercial statis-
tics, though this latter feature
has been introduced' and is
carried out to a great extent,
but rather that by it the
geological structure of the

country should be mapped
out, thus indicating to the
prospector the general areas

.v Sof Canada, s869 Go in which he might reasonably
expect to find the mineral he
sought.

While administering the de-
tails of the Survey and Museum, Dr. Selwyn took an active part in the
work of exploration. Amongst the most important of his expeditions
were: In r871 from Victoria, B.C., to the Rocky Mountains by the
North Thompson -and Fraser rivers; in 1872 a canoe voyage from
Port Arthur to Winnipeg; in :873 from Winnipeg across the plains to
the Rocky Mountainsretuming by the Saskatchewan River and Lake
Winnipeg; 1875 from Victoria, B.C., to Peace River and return; in
x882 a boat voyage from Port Arthur around the whole northern
shores of Lake Superior to Sault Ste. Marie. Besides these long and
arduous explorations, Dr. Selwyn made many journeys and geological
observations over large portions of every province of the Dominion,
and as the foregoing record shows he was actively and continuously
engaged in geological work for forty.seven years.

Dr Selwyn, as Director of Geological Surveys, on behalf of the
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Government of Victoria, Australia, and later of the Dominion, took a
prominent and active part in the collection and preparation of the
mineral exhibits at six International Exhibitions: Melbourne-Dublin,

18;4-55; Melbourne- .ondon, 1861 2; Melbourne-Paris, 1878; Lon-
don, 1886 From all these exhibitions he was awarded gold, silver
and bronze medals and diplomas. At the Paris Exhibition in 1878 lie
was elected Chairman of the Jury on Cartography, and was awarded
the Cross of the iLegion of Hlonor, and in London in 1886 that of the
Order of St. Michael and St. George.

Since 1869 lie edited and contributed to sixteen volumes of
reports with numerous maps and .illustrations relating to the structural
geology ind to the mineral, vegetable and animal resources of the
Dominioi H-e is also the author of the Canadian part of Stamford's
"Compendium of Geology and Travel-North America," London,
1883. n 1 881 -2 lie superintended the removal of the Geological
Museuni from Montreal, and its re-organization on a broader basis in
Ottawa, where it now embraces natural history, as well as mineralogy
and geology, and has become the most complete existing collection
illustrating the natural resources of Canada.

Nor is it only on the other side of the Atlantic that Dr. Selwyn's
abilities have met their just appreciation. Both in the United States
and Canada his work is held in high esteem. A leading scientist in
New York has said of the maps published by him that they are "truly
inagnificent; my highest expectations are more than realized in them;
they are, indeed, models of method and precision, and the most noble
monuments to their originator." Another gentleman in a high posi-
tion in the Lower Provinces said: " It is my unbounded appreciation
of what has hitherto been done by.the corps of the Geological Survey,
under the directorship of an able and eminent chief of whom Canada
may well feel proud, which prompts me to suggest and impels me to
advocate the expenditure of a few tenths of a cent more apiece, to
enable the Survey to continue recording and establisbhing in the most
satisfactory manner, work that is being well done, and which ensures
the industrial development of the country, while it will be at the same
time a source of honest national pride when we compare our record
with th1t of other countries." Many other encomiums might be cited
did space permit, but sufficient has been said to show that Dr. Selwyn's
worth was widely known and honored in the scientific world.

Last year the mining men of the country, through the Canadian
Mining Institute, presented to the Geological.Survey an excellent
menorial portrait of Dr. Selwyn, as an appreciation of his work and
the great services he has rendered towards the development of the
mineral wealth df t'è Dominion.

CANADIAN MINING INSTITUTE.
The following communications have been received by the

Secretary re discussion-of papers read before the Institute:-

Mine Timbering by the Square Set System at
Rossland, B.C.

Mr. ERNEST WOAKES, Nelson-I have read with much in-
terest Mr. Bernard M acDonald's paper on the square set system of
timbering used at the .e Roi mine and I should like to hear from that
gentleman how be would have adapted his systern to the peculiar con-
ditions which existed ai the Darien Gold Mines in the Republic of
Colombia, South Anerica, a mine of which the writer had charge
some years ago.

In Vol. XXIX of the Transactions of the American Institute of
Nlining Engineers the above mine is fully described. The ore body

may be roughly described as having the form of an irregular quadr.
lateral measuring 90 feet wide from north to south, and 120 feet long
from east to west, and standing nearly perpendicular. ''he country
rock was a decomposed andesite having many cleavage planes su ttt
it was very liable to break up ard cave if left unsupported. 'l he ore
body was composed of boulders and rock fragments from the adjoin.
ing country rock varying in size from pieces as small as a walnut to
masses of many tons weiglt. These fragments are generahy con.
pletely angular partaking of a breccia.like formation but at tfiies tley
were rounded and resembled a conglomerate. The rock fragments
are cumplete!y surrounded and cemented together by conceninre
shells of crystallinie sulphurets and calcite with a littie quart'.. lhe
gold was mostly free and was found almost entirely in the ceneuung
materials. The ore was very high grade.

Timnber was fairly plentiful but as in most tropical countries the
majority of it was of very poor quality. It commences to decomupose
almost as soon as cut and for all underground purposes cannot be re.
lied upon for much over twelve months. The square set system was
introduced and practical men from Nevada were engaged o teachi the
natives how to prepare and set up the sets. Round timbers were used
fur the posts and nothing under 18 inches diameter was put in. lhe
caps were flattened by adzing on two-sides and the ties were of sawn
lumber 8 x j o inches. Great care was taken in setting the sills mn each
level, they were set north and south, east and west, with the idea of
making sure that the uppermost tiers in one stope would eventualy
correspond as nearly as possible with the sill sets of the stope above.
It was also found useful at times in the mine to know the exact bear.
ing by means of the timbers. Very soon after starting stoping it was
found to be necessary to keep the sets close up to the stoping faces or
falls would occur. The conditions were much aggravated in the upper
levels by the presence of old workings. Finally, after the whole width
of the ore body had been stoped and the sets carried up from four
to six sets high, it was found that the oie body was commencîng to
seule and the whole weight was on the timbers. Falls and caves bc.
came more frequent and finally a cave started. above the upper floor
and kept breaking away upwards to such an extent that it could not
be caught up and eventually the whole stope crushed in, the timbers
being forced out of plumb as the weight on them increased. r a.,e
sets and diagonal braces were put in to resist the pressure but a was
of only temporary assistance. After the cave a tunnel was dnven in
the country rock round three sides of the ore deposit and cro.*,cuts
driven in from it and the ore extracted as it ran down, temporary sets
being put in where necessary, in this way the ore was taken out until
surface rock and tree stumps began to shew in the stopes. In the
deeper levels it was decided to try a different system. The squae
sets were put in as before but were only carried three or four sets wide
all round the ore deposit leaving a large square pillar in the centre
which was taken out as far as was possible after the greater part of
the ore body had been renoved. Crosscuts were driven into the
country rock from-the various floors and the waste rock from these
dumped into the stopes where the timber shewed the worst signs of
squeezing. It was not deerned prudent to leave any ore in the stope
as filling it being of such high grade that .he loss would be very great.
Besides, as is unfortunately so often the case, the mili was geneially
calling on the mine for ore. It was a very wet mine and the rainfall
was excessive, viz.: o inches a year. For this reason it was not
desirable to have large open workings at the surface liable to sudden
flooding, as would have been the case if filling from the surface had

been resorted to as is in the case with the Ymir mine in this country.
1, of course, believe that in most cases where wide deposits have to be
worked the square set system of timbering is the most satisfactory, if
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the mine can stand.the cost of it, and after the mines have attained a
certain -depth it ýwill often be found to be the only one possible.
1,uckily for mine managers conditions such as above described are not
likely to exist very often, and if they do exist in the upper levels, it is
tu be expected that the ground will get harder and less liable to cave
as depth is attained.

.%Ir. BERNARD MAcDONALD, Rossland-I have read Mr.
Woakes' criticism on my.paper, " Mine Timbering by the Square Set
System " and also that gentlemen's excellent article in Vol. XXIX of
the Transactions of the Anerican Institute of Mining Engineers,
describing the Darien Mine, with great iriterest. I am sure any une
iho gives himself the pleasure of reading Mr. Woakes' description of
this mining property will find corroborative evidence of thepropositiun
thi " no two mines are exactly alike."

In replying to Mr. Woakes' critici!rm I do so with the full know-
ledge of the difficulty of prescribing for a patient, without first seeing
him and studying the idiosyncrasies of the malady. Therefore, the
method of stoping and timbering the ore bodies in the Darien Mine,
which I would propose as best suited for the p- ..uliar ænditions exist-
ing-there would be considered as given under exibting circumstances.

As a general rule when an underground ore body is being mined,
greater strains are exerted on the timbers by the pressure on the en-
closing walls than fvim the overhanging ore. On this account, the
inethod of extracting the ore body generally adopted is by stopes or
steps running horizontally within the vein and along it over the various
levels and the spaces thus exhausted arc timbered by " floors " or
square sets extending horizontally between the enclosing walls. This
iN the method described in my p.pe..

But it seems that the get.erally prevailing conditions in mining
operations were quite reversed at the Darien Mine, where the greater
strains came from the overhanging ore, instead of, as is usual, from
the enclosing walls. This might, in a measure, have been suspected
f rom Mr. Woakes' description of the physical characteristics of the ore
and the nearly vertical dipi of the enclosing walls.

I would meet these reversed conditions by reversing the usual
methods, or I should say direction of the stoping and timbering, viz.:
I would run the stopes or .steps of the excavation vertically upward
between the mine levels, instead of horizontally over them.

For example: in stopng oat any block of ore developed between
two levels, I would first·run a raise vertically through it, making such
raise wide enough to be timbered into two compartments by two
bquare sets going up in it side by side. When completed, this raise
would furnish means of ventilation and access for men and material to
whatever part of the ore body the work of stoping might be going on.
I would then run all the stopes vertically upwards around this raise,
commencing at the lower level and finishing at the upper leve!, mining
out just enough ore at a time to admit of one new set of timbers being
iplaced in the evcavation. By this method all the ore, except the one
stope being excavated, would be supported on a solid foundation of
ore in place.' In. case lateral or vertical pressure would give the
iimber sets a tendency to swing or "jack knife" out of their true
horizontal and vertical position, as would· probably be the case, I
would keep the skeleton frame ivork of the sets filled up with broken
ore, until all the block between levels was broken down. This method
of temporàry fi;Iing locks up for the time being about two thirds of the
ore in the stopes. The swell in volume of the broken ore over that in
place being only about one-third. However, the rwo.thirds used for
temporary filling could be drawn off after the woik of stoping was
completed, so that except for the time being no more ore used in fill.
i.ag would be lost.

This method would, in my opinion, be best calculated to meet
the conditions existing at the Darien Mine.

The Eloctrolytic Production of Metals with Special
Referenoe to Copper and Nickel.

Mr. TITUS ULKE, Sault Ste. Marie-Permit me to thank you
for your kindness in sending me copies of discussion relative to " The
Electrolytic Production of Metals, with Spec-ial Reference to Copper
and Nickel," which you published.

I have only relently returned here from a nine-weeks' trip, in-
specting the copper mines and smelting wurks of Briti'h Columbia,
Washington, California, Arizona, and Sonora, Mexico, and have there-
fore not had leisure ta write you before.

As r¶gards Mr. Koehle's reply tu my last stricture, I need hardly
call attention to the fact, re i, that Dr. Schnabel's classification is
logical, while Mr. Koehler's is not, his explanation to the contrary
notwithstanding.

Re 3. Mr. Koehler is finally compelled to admit my stricture,
viz., " that the-chloride method has, to àa.y the least, not yet attained
commercially practical pronlinence," and that there are grave dfficulties
in its way not encountered an the ordinary sulphate method of electro-
lytic refining.

Re 1. As the technical press and leading experts view my pro

cess with unqualified favor, and a3 the novel features theref lae
covered by broad patents, or pending applications for same, I ned .tot
further discuss the merits of my process.

The printed discussion, I take it, has fully borne oiut the meritb
of my contention and friendly criticism of Mr. Koehler's interesting
paper, which I could not well pass over without noting the few in-
accuracies cited.

Safety Lampe and Colliery Explosions.

Mr. JAMES ASHWORTH, Chaddesden, England-In reply to
the discussion on this paper in your journal of the 3 oth of September,
I agree with most of the conclusions arrived at by Mr. Blakemore, of
Montreal, and Mr. Hardie, of Lethbridge.

It is quite possible that the explosion at Fernie was initiated by
the failure of a Clanny lamp, but it is impossib/e for an explosion
within any safety Jamp to "shatter" the lamp, and it is also impossible
to even open the seam of a gauze by an explosion within the lamp if
it has been made with any ordinary care. A lamp might fail and then
be broken by a fall of roof, but even this is not of one of the likeliest
of possibilities, beca.use the point where an explosition originates is the
one from which the destructive forces radiate, and is therefore the
centre of compression, and no force passes over the lamp-it may in
fact be said to be immersed in the force. Sometimes there is evidence
of the " back lash " of the explosion when the vacuum resulting fron
condensation comes into play, and under this condition a lamp in a
main road might be knocked about, but it would show that the force
which smashed it was operating from the outside and not from the
inside.

There cannot be a doubt in the minds of people who have seen
fine coal dust ignite inside a safety lamp, that it will do so more
readily than firedamp, and also that as the particles are so small as to
pass through the mesh of the gauze, flame from the ignited or incan-
descent coal dust may be produced outside the gauze and be the cause
of a disaster even without an explosion within the lamp.

Both Mr. Blakemore and Mr. Hirdie recognise this risk as a
valid and dangerous one, and about which we require more inform-
ation.

Mr. Blakemore considers the use of benzolene in safety lamps as
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a fatal drawback, but in this respect I must differ with him entirely.
Benzolene or, as it is sometimes called in England, colzalene (also
benzine in translations from the German) has been and is still very
extensively used as an illuminant, and judging from a long experience
with it, I can say that it may be applied with perfect safety in a safety
lamp, if the lamp is properly constructed to burn a volatile oil or
spirit. Lamps thus supplied are not quite so economical in the cost
of lighting as when using paraffin, or oil mixtures, but it is cleaner, and
gives a good illumination withthe minimum of attention. The great.
est danger arising frorn its use is in the filling of the lamps, and they
ought not to be filled to a greater degree than the sponge or cotton
wool will absorb. Then the lamp itself should be of the best con-
struction, and in my paper I called attention to. two distinct risks
which are attached to the Wolf class of lamp, viz.: ist, the double
air admission, that is from below the flame as well as from above the
flame,-this construction was proved by the English Mines Accidents
Commission of 1886 to be a far from safe mode of feeding the flame
with air, and confirmed the experiments previously made by M.
Marsaut; 2ndly, the igniting apparatus, which if brought into use
whilst the lamp is full of gas mixture will originate an explosion and
propel the flame straight through the gauzes. Therefore, I say that
benzolene may be a perfectly safe and an excellent illuminant, if
applied under a safe cover.

For gas testing purposes, and if applied in lamps of the Gray
typ:e, .t is one of the best and handiest means of testing for lower per-
centages than can possibly be detected by an oil flame. I enclose

Fic. I.-Ashwortl's patent tri-wick safety lamp, for burning petroleum
spirit, and fitted with the Wolf patent relighter.-Illuminatios

equal to i l standard speri candles.

you a photo of one of my Gray oil vessels constructed to use ben-
zolene and fitted with a Wolf igniter, for the use of firemen and ex-
aminers, Fig. r.

Mr. Hardies remarks ai aiso an extremely interesting chemical
review of the dangers arising from mixtures of coal dust and firedamp,
and are worthy of the closest attention. He says that he most care-
fully examined the East mine of the South Vest Virginia Improve-
ment Co. to find traces of firedamp, but he does not say what lamp
he used. This point is of the first importance because he goes on to
prove that the lamps in use, and as used by men in general, will
not indicate much less, if any, than three per cent. His report after
examining the same mine with the Ashworth-Gray type, using alcohol
as the testing flame, or with the hydrogen gas test introduced by Dr.
Clowes and myself, Fig. 2, would be very valuable for comparison.

With regard to the percentages of firedamp which safety lamps
will detect, I may say that I purpose testing ordinary safety lanps il
measured mixtures of gas and air, and in course of a few weeks I may
be in a position to reply more directly to Mr. Hardi's enquiry as to

Pic. II.-Ashworth-Gray safety lamp with Ashworth, Clowes & Co.'s
-hydrogen gas-testing attachment.

the percentages represented by certain caps, but in the meantime I
may make the following general statement:-

If ý' in. of "cap" is seen on a testing flame which is ý4 in. high,
and the total height of flame from the top of the wick tube is a full
34 in., it would probably indicate 234 per cent. of firedamp. In like
manner a 4 in. ' cap " would, if of a total height of ýj in. above the
top of the wick tube, indicate the presence of 3ý4 to 4 per cent. of
firedamp, and a 34 in. "« cap," with a total height above the top of the
wick tube of ys in. would indicate about 5 per cent. of firedamp.

To give a list of "cap " heights with corresponding percentages
of firedamp applicable to all types of safety lamps is impossible, as the
height of the " cap " is entirely ruled by the heat of the testing flaine,
its non-luminosity, and the surroundings of the flame. The truth of
this wili be rendered clear by a comparison of the " caps " produced

PG. III.-Ashwor' i'-Gray. with Stokts' alcoliol spirit
gas.testing attachmnent.
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by oit and hydrogen fdames of the same height; thus, supposing that
the testing flames in both instances are a j4 in. in height, and applied
in the same type of safety lamp, theoil flame would produce a "cap"
of -g in., whereas the hydrogen flame would give a "cap" of i in.

àA

-J

Pro. IV.-Ashworth-Gray with separate oil and alchol spirit
gas.testing burners.

high. Alcohol and benzolene -would give shorter "lcaps," but much
more distinct than a colaa-petroleum fdame. For further proof of this

rule, if we take the hydrogen flame and increase its height to .rle in.,
we shall find that the "l cap " for i per cent. of firedamp has become

3 in..-high. Roughly stated, a côlza-petroleum fdame "l cap " indicat-

ing 5 per cent. of firedamp is only equal in height to that produced by
the hydrogen flame when indicating x per cent. of'firedamp.

Having thus obtained some idea of the great divergence in the

percentage of firedamp indicated by "l caps " ýj in., 7?- in., ý/ in. and
ýin. in height, it is still necessary to ascertain which of these "caps"

is dangerous, if indicated on the reduced fdame of the lamps in use in

FIG. V.-G. Chesneau's alcohol spirit gas-testing lamp,

the majority of the collieries; and for information on this point we
may turn to the Mines Accident Report of 1886. In this report it is
stated that neither the Davy nor the Clanny lamps will show 2 per
cent. of firedamp, and therefore a " cap " of 54 in. high must indicate
some percentage of firedamp in excess Of 2 per cent. The Com-
missioners also reported that a per cent. of firedamp with the addition
of a normal quantity (not a cloud) of coaldust is inflammable in the
presence of an open light.

As probably riany others besides Mr. Hardie are desirous of
having all possible information on the point of danger when both coal
dust and firedamp are factors,. I may state from personal experience
that the flanie will pass out of a Davy lamp and explode the outer
atmosphee, when the latter consists of a normal quantity of coal dust
floating in an air current having a velocity of six feet per second, if

4.4 per cent. of firedamp is added to the mixture. The life of a lamp
under these conditions is only equal to io seconds purchase.

Mr. Hardie refers to the Clowes and Stokes safety lamps, and
therefore I have added photographs of these lamps from which he
and your members will see, without any added description, that both
are what is known as the Ashworth's Hepplewhite Gray deputy larnps.
The addition of the hydrogen test to this lamp was originally the Ash-
worth and Clowes patent, Fig. 2, and similarly the alcohol detachable
arrangement is the Stokes patent, Fig. 3, and not the lamp.

As to the power of these lamps for detecting gas they are as fol-
lows:-(f) The Ashworth-Clowes hydrogen test; (2) the Ashworth,
Fig. 4, Pieler, and Chesneau alcohol tests, Fig. 5, and (3) the Stokes
alcohol test, Fig. 3. That is to say the capacity of a safety lamp to
detect firedamp is due to the heat of the flame and its non-luminosity
and the hydrogen therefore possesses the highe t qualification.

I need scarcely say that I shall be glad to add to these notes
when requested, or to correspond with any member in relation to
safety lamps.

Mr. Kirby's Detalled Figures.

The detailed figures referred to and promised by Mr. Kirby as
part of the di.cussion of his paper on " The Influence of Government
upon Mining," have been furnlshed and are as follows:-

POPULATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA.

The census of gor is not yet published. The estimate of the

Provincial Government (see argument of Hon. James Dunsmuir in
Report of Delegation to Ottawa) is r So,ooo, including 23,ooo Indians

and i 5,ooo Japanese and Chinese, and r 2,000 whites. This is un-
doubtedly low and will probably be found near.to 125,000 to 130,000

whites.
REVENUES CONTRIBUTED TO GOVERNMENT DY THIS POPULATION.

These are Dominion, Provincial and Municipal revenues.
Dominion Revenues.-From the " Report submitted to the Lieu-

tenant-Governor by Hon. James Dunsmuir, Premier, and Hon. D. M.
Eberts, Attorney.General, on their mission to Ottawa as a delegation
from the Governnient of British Columbia," March i 5th, 190r. This

at much length calls the attention of the Dominion Government to the

fact that the revenue contributed by British Columbia ta he Dominion

is excessive, and out of proportion to that furnished by other Provinces,
and estimates its amount for igo at $3,750,ooo from the aforesaid

population.
1rovincial Expenditure and Revenue:-

Expenditures (from " Estimates of Revenue and Expenditure
for year ending June 30, 1902 "), page 2............... $2,475.335 00

Supplementary Estimate No. i (see separate sheet).......... 50,440 00
Supplementary Estimate No. 2 (see Estimates for year ending

June 30, 1903) page 3r..................... .......... 192,408 oo

Total.......................... $2,718,183 00
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Revenues (f ron " Estiiates ai Revenue and Eipenditure for
year ending .ie 30tit, 1f2"), page 1........... $2,140,75t CO

Les Recei pts frot Dominion Governient and
land sales ......--........... ............ 539,951 CO

Revenue to be contributed by Province ................... $,6or.6oo co
Expected Expenditures...... .... ............ $2,718,183 oo
Expected Revenues ........................... 2,140,751 o0

Expected Deficiency to increase debt ..... .. $577,432 00

This revenue contributed to the Dominion and Provincial Govern-
ments is far from being the entire amount taken out of this population
for Governmental purposes. It is, however, the only portion for which
figures are yet published. To it must be added local or municipal
revenues amounting to a large but unknown aggregate, and the in-
creased cost of supplies purchased in the Eastern Provinces due to the
unnaturally high prices fixed by the iariff. While this is not a part of
Governtment revenue, it ,is the accompanying result of the tariff tau
and the same to the payer, British Columbia, as is shown by the Jro.
vincial Government in its argument to the Dominion Governmr:nt,-
Report of Delegation to Ottawa, March i 5th, igo. The additional

cash which it takes out of the population can only be guessed at, but
it is evidently a large sum.

SU.\MARY.
Dominion Revenue ....... .......... $3,750O.o 00
Provincial Revenue............ .......... r,6or,6oo o

$5,35t,600 oo
Local and Municipal Revenue.............. ? ? ?
Tariff increase on Eastern supplies . ... ? ?

Total cash taken out of population by Govt.. ?
INDEBTEDNESS.

From the British Columbia Public Accounts for the year ending
June 30, 19o, page 7, the Provincial debt funded and floating on that
date is $9,619,482. The Public Accounts for the year ending June

3oth. 1902. are not yet published, but as the increase between 19oo
and June 3oth, goi, was $952,421, the total on June 3oth, 1902,

evidently exceeds $10,000,000.
PRODUCTION OF THE PIVE PRINCIPAL INDUSTRIES FOR 1901.

The first two are accurate. The others, for want of statistics, are
approximate.

The Report of the Minister of Mines for year ending December

31, igoi, gives:-
.1feral Milining.... ............. ....... ..... $r5,070,382
Co./ 1 liniJg ................... .............. 5,016,398

For the other three the only statistics so far published are those
given in the 22nd Annual Report of the British Columbia Board of
Trade, igoi :-

isheries.-Exports of Fisheries for igor, page 65.$2,665,9r5
From the proportion of total production to exports

givent for tie salnion catch of 1900, page 57,
the amunant to be added for hone consump-
tion is roughly estiuated as............. 400,000

Total product of Fisheries...·. $3.065,900
Suwu/rig.-From the sanie report, page 23:-

The total tinber cut on Crown lands, lease.
iolds, 1 rivale property, is 223.374,723
feet, whlich at $7.50 is . ...... $,69,oco

tgriu//ure and S/orhaising.-From the sane report, page
63. the ext orts of produce are as follows.-

Animais îand their produce .... .......... $170,228
Agricaitural products ....... ............. 231,544
M iscellaneous ............................ 1,317 687

$r,719,449
To which is added So per cent. to cover the

value of the product of this industry
consunted locally ............ ........ 8oo,oco

Probable production ........ $2,520.ooo
EXPLANATORY REMARKS.

These statistics merely bring to a later date those of the British
Columbia Mining Association in their Memorial to the Governor.
General in Council, June 23th, go. The figures of the taxation load
speak for themselves, but following their method of presentation a

comparison is made between the revenue taken for governiment and
the production of the five principal or basic industries. Since the only
object is to illustrate its size, it may of course be compared witl any.
thing desired. The five basic industries are selecteel as the nos
interesting and useful basis. It is of course impossible to f'onpare
with the total production of economic wealth by ail occupations, be.
cause this is unknown and if known would be les useful.

These basic occupations support practically all the others. So
that the population may be roughly divided into five portions, each of
which includes those dependent directly or indirectly upon one of
these basic occupations, and therefore corveniently classed as a pat
of that indistry. 'The*mining industry, for instance, is taken to nean
thatt portion of the population with ail its minor occupations which
would disappear if aIl the mines suddenly vanished. The comparison
made is between the Government revenues extracted from that portion
and the mine production which sustains it.

[NoTE nY EroR.-The 190r Census figures, since publisied
are as follows:-

wVhiteq ................................ 132483
Ilndians ............ ................... 25,593
Clinese . ... ...................... . 14,689
Japanest............................... 4,507

Total population ............. 177,272

Objecte to Mr. Kirby's Paper.
2b /he Editor...-Having just finished reading a criticisnm of Mr.

Kirby's paper read at the Nelson Institute meeting, allow me space to
comment on same, as one interested in British Columbia mining mat-
ters.

If such a misleading and utterly unreliable paper as Mr. Kirby's
is published as one of the papers of the Institute, the really valuable
papers which have so far been well received will lose interest for read.
ers who desire to obtain facts and are not looking for political fictions
ta the very serious detriment of the Institute. The criticism in your
October number mentions " increasing paralysis " of the industry in
this Province and no further notice is taken of that utterly untrue
statement. The facts aie that the preceding year saw an increase of
copper.gold smelting facilities alone of something like one thousand
tons daily ail of which is fully employed. An increased copper pro.
duction equal ta 175 per cent. An increased gold production fron

Iode mining alone) equal ta 26 per cent. An increased silver produc.
tion equal ta 25 percent Lead alone showing a decreased production
of 25 4 per cent , due entirely to tfnited States politics and not as
Mr. Kirby states to Canadian Government tactics in smallest degrec.
If this large increase in the earnings of the mining industry denotes an
" increasing paralysis " please allow the " paralysis " to continue indef.
intely. The only serious troubles in connection with the mining
industry, outside the lead district, in this Province of British Columbia
are (or were, having disappeared there also at this time) confined to
Rossland Mining District and were caused by over-capitalization,
booming, and especially, by attempted unfair treatment of the Miners
in the endeavor ta make dividends for the over capitalized Rossand
mines, undertaken by a few men of whom Mr. Edmund Kirby xas
certainly one It is most unfair and against the interests of ail legiti-
mate mining in the mining -Province of this Dominion that such state-
ments should be made at aIl, and worse if they are allowed under any
circumstances ta appear as bting the views of the Canadian Mining
Institute members, who were represented at that meeting by a smail
number drawn from the disaffected districts in large majority. If the
paper is allowed to appear it should have a rider attached as " being
the views of the Rossland Camp alone and utterly repudiated by the
rest of British Columbia." I enclose my card.

A MEMBER OF CANADIAN MNING INSTITUTs.

Vancouver, B.C., î 5th Nov., 1902.
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A Dry Proces for the Treatment o. Complex
Sulphide Ores.*

*By H. LIvrNoSToxIt SUIMAN and HUoH KraKPATarcx PICARD.

The class of ores to which our process is applicable is that in whili
zinc blende and galena predominate. substantial silver values being
also generally present ; these, çommonly known as "complex sulphide
ores," are typified by the Broken Hill c(.posits. The latter indeed
are of unusually refractory character, the metallurgical difficulties
attending the separation of the lead and zinc being increased by the
intimate intercrystallisation of the minerais as well as by the presence
of ferrous sulphides, garnet, rhodonite, etc., in considerable quantity.

It is unnecessary to review at length the many attempts to t cat
these ores, the more important Inter efforts being well kpov à to
meinbers of this Institution ; and much valuable information as to
the types and values of the Broken Hill deposits is to be found in Mr.
Ashcroft's paper.t

Before entering into the details of our process it is advisable to
briefly 'indicate the methods at present employed for recovering the
major values fron such ores. They are ail comprised under the
head of concentration, the usual various types of apparatus, both
wet and magnetic, being employed. Concentration, indeed, has here
been carried to a state of high perfection, but however ingeniously
applied, it cannot, owing to intercrystallisation and the slight differ-
ences in gravity between several of the minerais, obtain sharply
demarcated products ; hence it can never be more than partially
successful. Even supposing the bulk of the galena to be capable of
close separation, a large proportion of the silver would still follow the
blende, and thus be lost in the subsequent treatment of this mineral
for the commercial production of spelter.

Present systems consist therefore in the mechanical separation of
the largest yield of gaiena which shall carry only such blende as is
incapable of giving rise to serious smelting trouble. These lead (silver)
concentrates are smelted in the usual manner, and constitute the only
product of commercial value derivable froni the ore. The other bye-
products are zinc middlings, siliceous tails, and slimes; each is more
or less contaminated with aIl the various minerais of the original ore.
Thus, whilst the galena concentrates carries several per cent. of zinc,
the zinc middlings similiarly hold large amounts of lead and silver, but
are nevertheless of little or no present value; samples which have come
before us have averaged 25 to 27 p.c. of zinc, about [2 p.c. of lead, and
to to 1 oz. af silver. The slimes are more or less representative of
the whole ore-bulk, and may even be somewhat enriched in zinc and
silver ; large parcels dealt with by us have been as high as zinc, 25 p.c.,
tead, 24 p.C., silver, 26 oz.; but the general run is lower, say, zinc, 2o
to 22 p.c., lead, 17 to ag p.c., and silver 15 to 18 oz. per ton. Slimes
are also at present practically valueless. Chairmen of the various
mines are apt to describe these middlings and slimes as a reproach to
the metallurgist, and to picture to their shareholders visions of the
potential wealth which these huge accumulations represent, realisable
when once the process for their successful reduction shall be discovered.

At the various Broken Hill mines reduction work is now limited
to concentration, the leady concentrates being shipped to coastal smelt-
ing works, where they are reduced to bullion with other purchased ores.
Nett recoveries do not probably exceed 6o to 75 p.c. of the lead, and
55 to 65 p.c. of the silver; with the exception of small parcels shipped
to Europe periodically, no zinc is recovered, though on this point'it is
difficult to obtain figures.

The economics of the problem have not greatly altered from those
outlined by Mr. Ashcroft in 1898, when he showed that, with the then

*From.the.Transactions of the Institution of Mining and Metallurgy.
†Transactions, Vol. VI, p. 282.

metal prices, a profit of r5s. was ail that was realisable from an ore
value of some £9 per ton. Since that date it is true that considerable
fluctuations in prices have occurred ; zinc rose to £28, but though this
was a useless boon to Broken Hill, lead appreciated to £6, and for a
white permitted of good dividends. This period was shortly succeeded
by a still more serious fail, lead receding to a lower level in agor than
had been known for many years, whilst silver has recently touched its
lowest recorded price. Indeed in r90o ail the Broken Hill mines with
the exception of the I roprietary and Central Companies were for a
white shut down. Although both tead and zinc have exhibited a slow
rise of late months, the general outlook cannot be considered much
brighter than Mr. Ashcroft had to face in 1898. Nor do the ore bup.
plies show any tendency to increase in value. An average of 17 p.c.
lead, 24 p.c.,zinc, and 93 oz. of silver per ton nay now be regarded as
a general type of available material.

The greatest advances of late have been in the direction of mag-
netic separation ; various types of magnetic concentrators are now under
trial and in use at the different mines, by which a closer saving is pos-
sible, and the further concentration of the middlings into what may be
considered as a very inferior tvpe of zinc blende ore can be effected.
The inferiority of these zic concentrates lies in the continued presence
of considerable percentÀges of lead, and frequently of as much as one-
third the silver origin-lIy held by the ore.

By one type of magnetic concentrator known to us the galena and
quartz are obtained togetl :.r, a more or less impure blende as the
second product, and the bulk of the rhodonite in a third; the lead
product then undergoes wet dressing to separate the silica. Starting
with 1oo tons of ore, about 40 tons of blende product are obtainable,
assaying 40 to 45 p.c. of zinc (about 70 to 75 p.c. of the total in the
ore), about 7 p.c. of lead, and from 1o to 12 oz. of silver. This pro-
duct is bought in limited quantities by European smelters, but we are
unable to say whether they pay for the silver or exact a fine for the lead.
In this country nothing would be paid for the silver, and it is doubtful
if the English zinc smelter would under any circumstances treat an ore
containing 7 p.c. of lead. It is probable that on the Continent this
product is mixed with pure blende ore in order to reduce the lead to a
possible smelting charge. 16 to 20 tons of galena concentrates are
produced after water dressing, the first product containing about 75 p.C.
of the original lead and 45 to 50 p.c. of the silver. The lead product
is of course subject to the usual smelting losses, which may vary fron

7 to ro p.c.
A second system, investigated rather with the idea of obtaining

the richest mixed galena-blende product for our own use than with
the object of effecting the sharpest possible separation of each minera],
was able to produce from zinc middlings (assaying 3o p.c. zinc, 8/Y p.c.
lead, and 12 oz. silver) a mixed concentrate amounting to 65 p c. of
the original ore weight, and carrying 39 p.c. of zinc, x x34 p.c. of lead,
and 141/ oz. of silver; equal to total recoveries Of 85/2, 87, and 81
p.c. respectively. This was obtained by the mixing of a more with a
less leady concentrate.

The foregoing is a brief sketch of the recoveries now obtainable
in Australia, and given to indicate the possible scope of inventions for
remedying the unsatisfactory results realised even by the best systems
of concentration.

In the cases of the many huge deposits of complex ore known to
exist in other localities, but hitherto unworked, present Australian
methods would not necessarily be followed as preliminary steps in
our own or perhaps other processes. The Broken Hill products and
accumulations are the outcome of evolutionary concentration.methods;:
but in many instances complex ores are capable of direct reduction
without the need of mechanical separation, or at most but that of barren
silicious gangue if desirable.
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In our search for a suitable reduction scheme we desired to con-

fine our attention to dry processes in order to avoid the apparently

insuperable difficulties attendant upon all wet methods. When it is

remembered that the weekly production of ore from Broken 1H11 mines

amounts to some 20,000 tons, and that the maximum density of zinc

sulphate liquors practically allowable cannot reach much over 20 p.C.,

the task of dealing wiqth the huge necessary bulks of solution, and of
leaching, filtration, concentration, and precipitation, operations on such

becomes appalling. Even then (electrolysis being as yet unsuccessful

with aqueous zinc solutions) the result is only a product requiring dry

distillation. Indeed, it becomes evident that the difficulties of vet

recovery processes only really commence when the solution of zinc or

other metal has been effected.

Dry processes are of course no novelty, as witness the efforts of the

Smelting Corporation, of Ellershausen, Armstrong, Angel, Claus,

and many others in this direction. But we believe we are correct in

saying that hitherto all dry processes have started with the intention of

recovering the lead and silver in the first instance, whilst obtaining the

zinc as a volatilization, or as a slag, or other residual product, for sub-
sequent re-treatment. We cannot, however, include in this catagory

the recently introduced Phænix process, which, if alone from the daring

ingenuity displayed, is worthy of a class to itself.

In fact, zinc las always been considered as the objectioiable

element in the ore, and the efforts of inventors have almost invariably

been towards its early elimination, with the hope, never yet realised, of

a subsequent economic recovery. The reasons for this attitude are
easy to discern ; these ores have always been considered primarily as
/ead ores, whilst those interested in the zinc industry, who may have
directed attention towards such, have condemned them at once as un-

suitable for treatnent in zinc retort furnaces, owing to the fatal presence

of lead in any prodict obtainable by dressing.

The difficulties in distilling leady zinc ores are shortly these.

Foremost comes the destruction of the retorts by the reduced lead
this occurring nainly during the stirring out of the seconds from the

pots whereby the metallic lead is oxidised to litharge, with the inevit-
able result of the rapid slagging up and holing of the retorts. Even
could this be overcome, it is found in ordinary practice that lead tends

to volatilise with the metallic zinc vapours in such quantities as to

materially damage the spelter produced. Finally, if lead were capable

of complete elimination from the ore, we should still have the question

of the silver to deal with, which, as we have shown, largely follows tlie

blende, and would, in the usual routine, be lost both in the seconds and

(similar to the lcad) by partial volatilisation in zinc vapours.

We may point out that gold also escapes under such conditions,
and it was in regard to the recovery of this metal from zinc precipitates
obtained from the cyanide process that we were led to devise a method
for obviating such losses.* Indeed, the success of this method induced

us to further apply the same principles to the treatment of complex
sulphide ores. Our idea was therefore to treat these primarily as sinc

rather than as kad ores ; and to obviate the difficulties encountered
when the material is so considered.

It is necessary to draw particular attention to the rule invariably

adhered to in zinc smelting, viz.:-To employ nothing except anthracite

as mixing coal ;it being supposed that the gases Îesulting from the

carbonisation of other classes of fuel cause losses in spelter. More-

over, other fuels are (reasonably) considered likely to lead to the slag-

ging of retorts during distillation,t a danger to be avoided as far as

possible ; even good (roasted) blende ores always contain much slag
imaterial (Fe 20,, FeS, SiO 2 , etc.), whose baneful influence it is

*See Journ. Soc. Chem. Ind. xvi. p. 967, also Trans. Inst. Min. Eng.,
March 2oth, 1898.

tLouis and Schnabel Il. 89.

sought to reduce to a minimum by the addition of a very large excess

of coal over and above that required for reduction purposes ; such

excess acting as a mechanical diluent. As the amount of mixing coal

used in general practice varies from 50 to 100 p.c. (on the roasted ore),

it is essential that this should contain the least possible ash. Further,
slagging troubles would be far more pronounced if an ordinary zinc

distillation of roasted Broken Hill ore were attempted ; as, apart from

the lead and ferrous sulphides, we have also the maganous oxide, which
yields a very fluid slag with silica, and much garnet. As the result,
however, of our experience in the distillation of zinc-gold material, we
formed the opinion that the use of a strongly coking coal would, by
holding dangerous materials suspended in its pores, overcome the

objections to the presence of lead and other slag formers, and permit

of the distillation of complex blende-galena ores as ordinary spelter-
yielding material. In this factor alone has lain our main departure
from previous methods, and extended practical trials have proved our
anticipations correct. It is unnecessary here to further trace our pro-
gressive trials, and we now consider the completed process.

It commences with the usual preliminary roast of the crushed ore,
slimes, or zinc-lead concentrate, in a reverberatory furnace, to a pro-
duct which shall contain, preferably, not more than 3 p.c. of total
residual sulphur.

''Ne roasted ore is next mixed with only about 20 p.c. of crushed

co/ing coal, and the mixture briquetted in any suitable type of machine.

As a binding agent pitch, or other carbonaceous material, is added

lime or other chemical binders are undesirable as they tend to permeate

the whole briquette with slagging material, and also, from some unex-

plained reason, to cause lead losses. Further, the admixture of a car-

bonaceous bond aids the bituminous coal in forming the cohorent coke

which not only the distillation but the subsequent lead-smelting opera-
tions demand. ie briquetting plant is of a standard type consisting

of a disintegrator, into which the roasted ore, coking coal, and pitch,

are introduced, a pug-mill, press and table, together with the usual
intermediate elevators and a conveyor belt for delivering the finished

briquettes to the retort house.

The briquettes are then submitted to distillation in an ordinary

zinc retort-furnace. Those used by us at the Emu works in South
Wales are of the old-fashioned hand-fired Welsh-Belgian pattern, with-
out regenerators, and using hand-made pots. Each contains 144 retorts
in 6 rows, the lowest being cannon pots : a retort takes about 15
briquettes, the total capacity of a furnace being seven tons.

This type of furnace is, nevertheless, not the most suitable for

our requirements, as six rows of retorts one above the other cannot be

uniformly heated by bottom firing. The lower row of cannons is apt

to be damaged by excessive heat if the uppermost rows are to receive

an adequate temperature ; too sharp a heat is also detrimental to the
best extraction. In most spelter w'orks employing this type of furnace
the difficulty is avoided by tsiniig the lower rows for the distillation of

hard " material (roasted blende), whilst the upper are employed for
soft " (calamine) ores. On uniform material such as we treat a com-

promise must be effected ; we therefore work to obtain the best results

from the three intermediate rows. These give us a 70 p.c. zinc re-

covery on 26 p c. briquetted ore, whilst the lower and upper rows yield

a few per cent. less.

For these reasons the gas-fired 3-row type of furnace has been

adopted for our process at Cockle Creek, as it permits of absolute

uniformity of heating, and, therefore, of the maximum recovery.

Hydraulic-pressed retorts, so universally used on the Continent and in

America, are also employed in Australia. In ordinary zinc-smelting

practice the roasted ore and anthracite duff are hand-mixed in frçnt of

each furnace, the damped power being then charged into the retort ; by
our method the mixing is more efficiently performed in the briquetting
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plant, and the charging of the briquettes more easily effected by means
of a shaped iron paddle.

Qnce charged, the procedure for tie recovery uf the ziic is identical
wnh ofdinary practice, although the acLion withm l . ;.mrt is of a

.different character. The briquettes, as they reacli the temperature of
di.tiHaion of coal, coke iu tuherent masses, wtLi evoluution uf voatilc
hdrp carbos:. Reductiuon of the lead àainuiltaneously outurs, the
m..utue umetalhc particles entirely lreeiiiatiiig, and being held up mit tie

pures of the coke, whilst, at the ligher teuperature shurtly afterna:ds
re.ched, zinc oxide is reduced, and yields metallie zime %apours, which
are condensed in pipes, these are tapped at intervals iln the ordinary
way. The distillation occupies tie normusal tine.

We draw attention to the remiarkablue fact first noticed at tie outsct
u our experîients, now coifiimed b) soime yearsb experience, tisat,

wshereas in ordnary prautie lead distils to a isaiked l.et in tlsn
sapour, in our prucess the n hole tif the lead, as alu tie .,ilscr and gold,
is retainsed by the coke. The lattur thus appears tu exert .un acLtual

pisi.cail retardan t of the solatility of icad it a slow current of zin

sapour. Su defisnite is this advantlage, tiat we find the Ipeltr thus
piaduccd froti Brokenà 11111 ores tu be of exc.eptional punIt , aeragmg
99 p.c. of netallic zinc, and eomssmanding prices equal to th.tt of tie

best brands produced from Iead-free ores. This spelter is already in
considerable demand, owing to its low lead tenour, whidh does not oftenll
c..eed C p.c.; it can thus bc enployed for the manufacture of tie
filer kinds of brass, for which tie ordinary brasds, containing fron i
tu 2> p.c. of lead, are useless.

The zinc having been recovered, the seconds aie 'witidranns froi
the pots (pipes and luting clay ba%îsig becun remued, .a4d weceps cOl-

lected) and discharged istu the c.Ses, wlence in usual practiec the>

would be dumped. But, the seconds resulting fromn the treatment of
such cumplex sulphides ores still retain the major value.,, in th. ,sape
oi all the lead and silver originally prceent. These are obtained in the
tuked briquettes in a form emineintly adapted for rc.os.cry in the sub
scquent lead smelt. -The zinc rctained in the secontids ducs not exceed
the anount allowable in ordinary practice, and presents no difficulty in
u'!taining of the usual bullion recoveries. The residual carbon in the
.econds is, of course, a considerable source of heat in the alter smielt,
and is therefore not lost, as it is in the case of )rdinary zinc seconis.

By this simple operation we are enabiled to convert a complex ore
muto a simple silver lead product, amenable tu normal reduction
methods, having already recoîered the bulk of the hitherto objection-
able zinc as high quality spelter. *'he final operation for the recosery
of lcad and silver as base bullion being the ordinary one, conducted in

the usual types of plant, both in South Wales and Australia, does inot
call for further description here.

Indeed, we may rcnark that the few operations nhich constitute
our process are al effected in well-known and standard types of plant,
.nd that no fresh item of apparatus, concerning which. there might bc
doubt as to costs or method of working, bas been found neccssary.
Roasting, briquetting, zinc.distilling and lead-smelting methods and
eosts are fully known. Througiout the operations, nothing beyond
coal and binding agent and the usual lead.smelting fluxes are employed.
It is somewhat surprising that so simple a method of treatnent has

been so long overlooked. The system is compact, and permits of

economies when zinc and lead-smelting processes are thus linked to

gether, not realisable by cither separately.

In general, blende ores containing less than 4o p.c. of zinc are not

profitable to treat. Such if mixed with So p.c. of anthracite duff would

yield pot material containing little more than 22 p.c. of zinc; whereas
a zinc.lead concentrate, containing say 35 p.c ofzinc, requires, by our
process, the addition of .only 25 p-c. of mixing coal and binding
material, and produces. a briquette carrying 28 p.c. of zinc ; with the

additional advantage of yielding a residue containing piofitable
asterial. It is possible to treat a 35 p. c. concentrate for its zinc

alone, the lead and silver remaining iii tie residues as profits subject
only tu recuvery costs , whilst the fuel salues renainingaid in reducing
these.

w.,,cric.,. Lead, slher, and gold, as befure stated, are recovcred
in the seconds in full , the lead of course '', subject tu the normal

.smeltaag losses, ju.st as in tie treatiieitt of ordinary lead concentrates,
thouugh te iHuntiingdui aid teberltin, and Carnnichael, processes,

claim tu reduce such lusses ut about a p..., and ne beliese these daim'
tu be nîell founded.

lk.aring in msinid it. fact that tie seconds hold all the lead in the
nd/adi coidition, the question aturally arose as to nhtll.r smelting
nas tie most ecomiiiscal iiethotd Ut rccoîcring this met-al antd the
sihser. We desoted conssiderable asttentions tu tihe mnechanical separations
of dit. educed l.ad, but unsuccessfull. The inctallic particles and

pîills are zo exc edtingly finely di% ided thruughuut dite caibonaceous
sp.ange thtat ain> insthud of water d:essing or eotientratioi results in

he.ny lusà, ior did oil contentration gise anîy better results, uning tu

th. al.sssismoutnt ocarbons also 1 takl.n up. On the hile, sIlting
d. .dopted as the simplkst, safest, and muost usual niethod.

With regard to .inc recovery, the spelter yields are practically the

saisie as those utaimed in tie urdinary treatiesit o blende ores. Tu

reckon in percentages a. somisewhat llusory, as these depend iaturally
tuipon tie original zinc contenits uf the ores treated. With a zis-lead
pioduct carryimg .to p c. uf zinc no difficult îs experienced in ubtaining
a recovery oif so p.c. af thàat amnoust, wihilst, witih a a5 p.c. msaterial,

70 y c. ay safely bu reckoined upoin in ioderi furnaces. Late ads iccs

fruml Cockle Creek unforn us that the recol cries of both tead and s lscr

i the sends are coispilete, and that the .me pruduction aiready C.%
ceeds 7o p.C.; Smisses ateragng a5 p.c. of zinc being the raw iaLerial

used. Wsi 35 p... materal we base ever> reasun to anticipate aIn So
p t. recuoer>. hlie pot consumxsption is quite normal there, nixsîg
coal as sbtaiiablie at luwer ratts than arc available tu us in South
Males. F:reclay of good quality for the manufacture of h>diaulic

pressed retorts is also available un the spot, and we have used trial lots
of this materal for sone uf outr relurts in South Vales, with excellent
results. The wurks at Cockle Creek are the first producers of spelte:
yet installed in Australia.

In ordinary zinc practice, it is nut found economical to force the
extraction ieluw a certain point, as the incrcased timte icquirc.d not
only reduces the output of the furnace, but, with the higher tempera-
turc necessary, the pot censunption becomses unduly great. Tie zinc
usually left in the seconds varies fron about 5 p.c. to S p.c. Our work
ing costs are also normal ; no difficulty is experienced in calcining the
complex ares to tie stilphur standard usually required for blende , the
zinc furnaces do not deriand any grcater attention or furiher iands,
%hilst labour in rctart charging and discharging is naterially ligltened
by tIhe use of briquestcd material. Briquetting charges are, of course,
additional, but arc to some extent balanced by the far smaller con-
stimption of mixing coal, and by th'e ecsnomical handling of material

during the final lead smselt.
A point to which attention will doubtless be directed is that of pot

and pipe consumption. The average life of our pots, even thou~gh
tssed for di.tilling such highly refractory material, is fully equal to that
of the retorts ued for good blende and calamine ores according to
usual methods, being from five to six weeks cach. Our present con-
sumption per day is 3.7 pots per furnace. The cost of our hand-made
pots is about 6s. apiece. This is admittedly high, even for England,
and hydraulic-pressed remorts, having a lorsger lite, rcquiring lcss clay,
and demanding a lesser distillation temperature, can be produced for

3s. cach.
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A certain proportion of " fines " is inevitably produced in raking
the briquette seconds fron the pots into the caves beneath the furnace
house. These are separated, damiped with water, and rebriquetted for
lead.smelting purposes from time to time at a cost of about 2s. per ton

of fines.
We append a schedule of cost incurred during the late treatient

of a patcel of Broken Hill sliies, averaging 25 p.C. Of Zinc, 24 p.c. Of
lead and 26 oz. of silver per ton.

Cakining.-Hand roasting of such niaterial to 3 p.c. of total sul,

plhur or slightly under in Sonth Wales costs about 95. per ton, whilst
mechanical roasting in the Godfrey furnace amounts to about 6s. 6d.
Other formis of mechanical calciners, such as the Brown Straiglt Line,
will roast complex sulphide ores to this limit at even lower cost ; but at
present the hand.calciner and the Godfrey appear to yield the denser

product and also to be preferable in other respects. The question of
the best fori of calciner is not fully settled, but we select the Godfrey
costs as those nost lately obtained.

Cosrs maa TON OF ORE TRFATED.
O , drying.-Screening and crushing of s. D. S. n. S. D.

lumps, and wheeling.... 2 6
Ca1rini.-Fuel, labour. maintenance.. 7 o

rigueting.-(3o tons of roasted ore per
day)-

4a:ut.-i pressmnan at.......... 5 0
3 nlt mes "...... ... 5 0
2 tabourers "......... 3 9
Boilerman ".......... 4 9

- 32 3
Coal.-

: ton for boiler..............
6 tous for maixing. at Ss. 6d...

/'irk.-4 tous at 45s.........
stores.-Oil. etc .................

Cost of lriquetting 30 tons =
= per ton ore ............

Reiort;itt.-(Costs per fftrnace per 24 hours).
.Asur.-2 foremen at On. Sd. = 13 4

2 second hands at 5%s.
6d................- 11 a

2 helpers at AS. 3d... = 8 6
4 cave men at 4s. 3dl. - 27 O
i pipe chipper (boy).... 1 4
General labour ........ 5 9

/*ttry.-3.7.pots ai 6s. .....
9papes at 2d ........

C'I, for finng3gtonsat9s.6d. =
St'res, liting Clay and repairs....

CIntingenter, unoccupied pots.
dead-fires, etc., add S p.c... =

For charge of 7 ton briquettes
= 5.6 tons of ore = per ton..

Yard an.lgeneral aianr ................
AR.briguettine fjines," at 2s. ner ton-

Seconds contain 30 p.c. iines; on
So p.c. of seconds........ =

Snzriting erstf en ie.nds (sec p. l 2).-
(Seconds anount to about So p.c.

on tic original ore.)
Smelting per ton seconds........
RCfining, sales, 1rokerage, insur.

ance. etc., at 2 pet ion of nul.
lion prodnced, at 26 p.c. bullion

Pcr ton of seconds ........ :. . ..
= per ton ore.................

Lcad smeltinjg losses-
2.8 units of Iead (= Io p.c. on

residues) ai 2s. 3d...........
5 p.c. silver = iU or. ai 2s. id.

Office management and assays-depen.
dcnt on site of installation, say ......

Total cost of treating i ton o
prerrrirs-

Zinc, ;o p.c. (of 25 p.c
Lead. go pC. of 24 p.
Silver, 95 p.c (of 26 o

S 6
5r O
72 6

1 3

165 6

56 ix
22 316
301ro
46

116 o

5 9%

z2 6

1a 5

22 il

64
2S

5 0

fore ..... , 71 1

. 7'5 uits at 3.65. = 63 io%
c. = 21.6 "0 Ïs. 3A.- 48 7U
.) 24 7 oz.at 2s. id. = 5: 5%

163 33I3
Less costs .................... 79 1

Realisations... .............. £4 12 10

Fron which must be deducted cost of transport of Flimes or cust per
ton of ore.

In regard to the first four items the above costs are certainly
capable of reduction.

In South Wales we have at present no lead.smelting plant for spot
recovery of the seconds values, but dispose of these to local reduction
works according to their assay values upon the usual scale of retumiing
charges. The crection of lead-smelting plant at our own works is utnder
consideration, in order to save these extraneous profits and to <«î iate
freight to the sielters. In Australia, the smelting plant is that in
ordinary use for reduction of the lead concentrates, etc.

'lhe work outlined bas occupied our attention for some years >ast,
during which we have carried througb a large number of experinents
in the laboratory, in small works specially erected in Surrey, and finally
at the Emîu Works in South WVales, where large scale furnaces have
been running for the past yearas a commercial undertaking. We havc
there treated over four thousand tons of Broken Hill slines hesides
many other parcels of complex sulphide ores. The recoveries of lcad
and silver have been practically complete in all cases, whilst the spelter
yields have varied from 6o p c. to So p.c., according to the Original zinc
contents.

Complex ores containaing copper present no further difficuties as
to retort treatment : the copper, of course, remains with the lead and
silver in the seconds, and is thence obtainable by modern copper.tad
smelting mnethods.

Suaimmarising our process, it iay be said to consist.in the holding
up of the minute particles and prills of reduced silver.lead in a coherent
but still highly porous coke or carbonaceous sponge during zinc dis.
tillation ; thus preserving the retorts fron contact witi Iead or other
slag material, anîd ensuring the aIl l ut complete non.volatility of the
lead and silver in the liberated yalurs of mietallic zinc.

In spite of its apparent simplicity, our process has been found
capab!e of complete patent protection in the principal countries and
colonies of the world ; whilst the grant to the United Stites, Geriman
and Scandinavian patents, may be taken as evidence of novelty.

Gold Dredges-Thoir Constructon and Manipulation."

By Davi» K. BLaR, Consulting Dredging Engineer.

In this paper it is not the intention to traverse gold dredging from
its elementary stages, or to deal to any extent with its aspects his-
torically-this has already becn donc by various authors-but simply
to give as concisely as possible, in the limited time at our disposal, a
description of the "Bucket Gold Dredge" as we find lier at the prescnt
moment, and the gencral principles of her construction and manipula-
tion, the accidens to which the various parts are liable, with thcir
cause, effect, and remedy; avoiðing, as much as possible, teclinicalitics
of a bewildering nature.

To many the idea of dredging suggests the necessity of a rivcr,
lake, or harbour, or'some place where it is possible to float a fair sized
ship-in fact some navigable place; but if you told a large percemage
of the well-informed of the day that it was possible to dredge an
ordinary city strect without any serious difficulty, with a modem "Gold
Dredge," your assertion would bc considered impracticable and
ridiculous in the extreme. However, at the present moment in
Australia dredges are working quite as dry places with comparative
case, and plants exist that work without water at all; but it is not in.
tended to deal with them in this paper, but to confine ourselves to tihe
floating lBucket Dredge," and more especially to the "paddock" type
of this class.

4Paper read before the New South Wales Chamber of Mines.
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The gold dredge of the present day is practically the dredge we
sec every day at work in our harbours and rivers, deepening channels
and berths for shipping, with gold saving appliances added.

The spoil of the material lifted in the case of the harbour dredge
is discharged into a hopper forming part of the structure of the dredge
herself, in which case the dredge is fitted with propellers like an
ordinary steamship, and after filling her hopper, slips her moorings,
and steams out to sea, where the doors fitted to the botton of the
hopper are dropped open, and the spoil discharged into deep water; the
doors are then closed by means of powerful winches, generally fitted
with " Napier differential brakes," which act automatically, and the
dredge then steams back to her working ground, picks up her noorings,
and repeats the process: or the dredge may not be of the "hopper'
type; in this instance, the spoil is discharged into "hopper" barges,
self propelled, or towed, and deposited, where desited in a similar
manner to that above described; the dredge herself remains on her
working site, and is kept supplied with barges for removing ber spoil.
Little or no dtredging time is lost by working on the hopper barge
system.

There is no reason, nor would it cause serious delay, for dredges
working at the deepening of navigable rivers, or other places found
to be auriferous, from passing their spoil over gold saving appliances
before discharging it ino the hoppers, and the working expenses
defrayed or partially defrayed, if not a profit made by the gold re-
covered.

The gold dredge lifts the spoil and mixes it with a sufficient
quantity of water to efficiently wash it, passes it in this condition over
gold saving appliances and discharges it over the stern as treated
material,-namely, " tailings." Briefly, the gold dredge simply lifts the
material at the forward end, washes it and discharges it asteni; she
does not inake the water iz the river, il she is working in a river, any
deeper, she only cuts out an excavation to suit her own requiremcnts,
which she carries along with lier as she goes. I mention this latter
point because many are of the opinion that dredging a river implies
deepening it, even dredging it for gold; but anyone who has seen any of
our rivers which have been operated upon by a gold dredge, knows, it
is not so.

I am not in this paper going into details of what is or what is not
suitable ground for ".'ticket dredging." I shall start by placing gold
dredges into two classes, namely:-" River" and "Paddock" dredges,
disregarding any clevating gear they may or may not have, and give
the following definitions of the two classes -

A " River" dredge is:a dredge designed to work with some depth
of water underneath her, and is not called upon to cut her own flotation;
she is, therefore, not provided with a projecting ladder to cat into banks,
or with sharpcncd bows to work into corners, but is, as a rule, biilt
square across the bows, especially if working in a current, such as runs
in the Molyneux, in Ncw Zealand; for the practice there has proved
that a square nosed dredge remains steadier in the current; and does
not "yaw" about so much as a sharp-nosed one. Of course they offer a
much greater resistance to the current and require very heavy lines to
hold them, but as a dredge is not huilt for speed like a torpedo boat
rcsistance is not taken into consideration to any extent, beyond the
usuil practice of making the floor of the pontoon take an upward curve
at the bow.

In Australia, at present, we have not such a thing as a dredge of
the "River" class, all the dredges being " Paddock," and it is with this
latter class that I propose to deal.

A "Paddock"dredge generally commences her existence by being
launched into a hole containing water sufficient to float her. This hole
nay be a water hole in the bed of a river or elsewhere, or may be an

excavation specially prepared for her reception anywhere; and from

this hole or "paddock," as it is called in dredging parlance, cuts lier
own way over the claim.

Assuming that the ground has been inspected by a conpetent
engincer, and in his opinion the conditions are suitable for dredging, it
is of the utmost importance that the dredge should also be suitable for
the ground, that is, be capable of bottoming at any part, dealing with
timber or other obstructions that may present themselves, and efficiently
treat and recover as much as possible of the precious metal contained
in the material lifted. She must also be so constructed that lier
draught of water will not prevent her floating with ease over the
shallowest portions ofthe claini without having to lift " botton" to do so.
A " Paddock" dredge should draw as little water as possible, and the
draft should not exceed 5 ft. even in large dredges; a fair average draft
is about 334 ft. to 4 ft. with a day's (twenty-four hours) fuel on board
and dredge working.

'lhe first point for the designer to decide is the dredging depth,
this to a great extent fixes the length of the hull, and is measured from
the water line of the "dredge " to the cutting edge of the bucket when
the ladderis lying at an angle Of 45° to the water line. Some dredging
engineers measure what they termi the " maximum dredging depth " at
an angle of 55°; this you will sec makes a considerable difference, and
it might be as well to ask the angle when buying, or when having a
dredge designed, to specify the angle. Up to the present there is no
fixed standard angle.

The next point is the material to be used in the construction of
the hull. In Australia timber hulîs are used solely, also timber super-
structures for carrying the machinery. In some dredges, however, steel
gantries are used, built of angle bars and plates, and make a very light
and neat structure; these will bc be dealt with in detail later on. The
timber used for the framework is Colonial hardwood, generally of kinds

procurable in the district in which the dredge is built, and she is
planked and decked with similar timber. In a number of instances
oregon, and in some cases kauri, have been used for planking and
decking. There are places in Australia where, owing to white ants and
other destructive insects, it would not be advisabie to use timber in the
construction at all, and it would be necessary to adopt iron or steel in
its place. For several reasons steel is the material to be used in South
Africa for hull construction. In New Zeland, most of the old type of
dredges were built of steel ôr iron, but out of some two hundred buit
within the last five years, there has not been, as far as I can ascertain,
a single steel hull built for use there. The material used for hulls in
New Zealand now being Australian hardwood (b1ue gurm chiefly) for
the framework and super-structure, kauri planking and decking.
Kauri is sometines used in the super-structure. Red pine and other
local timbers were used in "boom time" and on cheap work, but they
are totally unsuitable. I shall not touch upon steel hull construction,
but confine my attention to timber hulls only.

The main point in a hull is to make it as stiff as possible to resist
the concussion and vibration it has to withstand. Few people realise
the intensely severe nature of the work dredges on our rivers and flats
have to performi. Immense hardwood legs sixty or seveny fet long
(with perhaps a mean diameter of four feet), which have been buricd in
the wash for years and covered up with gravel and debris of all kinds
by successive floods, have to be lifted and carried clear of the dredge.
Huge boulders have to be negotiated to permit the dredge to pass.
Floods at times rising thirty or forty feet rush past the dredge at a
perilous speed, carrying with them islands of debris: and sometimes
the dredge next above you joins in with the flood and pays you a visit.
The snapping of a line, a blow from a log of floating timber and your
dredge is doomed. And, lastly, what we are now suffering from-
drought with all its concomitant troubles.

If the ordinary mining speculator who dots so much general all-
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round growling and fault-finding would look at some of the above

points in a reasonable light, his criticism would assume a milder form,
and he would admit that engineers, dredgemasters, and others engaged
in the industry had a lot to put up with, and that their efforts to re-

cover the gold that all other systems had failed to get, are worthy of at

least a little consideration.
Froni the above the necessity of a stiff construction is obvious.
The bows (noses) of ail " Paddock " dredges should be well

rounded. to permit of being easily manipulated in a corner, and should
also be more heavily planked and framed than the other portions, So
that she may not be damaged by striking the face, as the dredge surges
at her work. Very often the bows are sheathed with steel plates as a

protection against blows and chafing.
The bottom of the bull at the forward end should be spruxig or

bevelled upwards for clearance and handiness in working, and the
bottom from the bows aft to the position of the ladder at her " maximum
dredging depth " should have the thickness of planking considerably
increased to obviate accidents through logs being caught in the buckets,
and by them being dragged upwards through the bottom. This type of
accident is by no means infrequent.

For clearness in describing I shall refer to the dredge complete as
the "dredge;" to the two pontoons (namely the " port" and the "star-
board " pontoons) tied fogether to make one structure as the "hull."
Amongst dredging hands the " hull " is usually ailuded to as the

"pontoon" or "pontoons," but in describing the construction it is
necessary, to avoid confusion, to discrminate the terms used. The
ordinary hull consists of two long narrow pontoons joined together for
about a third of their length by a third small one equal in width to the
width of the ladder well required. The two longitudinal sides of the
third small pontoon are really a portion of the inner or well sides of the

two main1 (or long " pontoons ") before mentioned. The loor and deck

beams where the three pontoons are tied together are in single lengths
and are common to the three pontoons. These three pontoons
form the "hull." Besides the floor and deck-beams a number of
very much heavier beams also run across the entire width of the three
pontoons alongside the floor and deck beams; and these are lattice
braced to form thwartship girders, to overcome the tendency of the
structure to "sag " inwards towards the ladder well or "hog," accord-

ing to the distribution of the weights on board. In a similar manner

the stringers, girders, etc. (according to the design adopted), and

planking in this inner (or well) side of each pontoon are run its entire
length. This construction forms the hull into three distinct water-tight
colpartments, namely, the two main pontoons and the small connecting
pontoon. The two main pontoons are, (or ought to be), each sub-
divided into three water-tight compartments, making in all seven
water-tigbt compartments in the bull. Unfortunately both here and in
New Zealand, from motives of economy, and through the over-ruling

power possessed by individuals totally ignorant of what is required (and
what is not required), these ver)' necessary safeguards have been

omitted, and the result is that a number of our dredges have had a trip
to the bottom of their paddocks, and now carry with them the effects
of their immersion in the shape of twists, bends, cracked castings,

machinery out of line, besides other defects added to ail of which is the

cost of lifting, loss of working time, etc., while current expenses are

running on just :he saine without the necessary gold coming in to meet
then.

There are several other types of construction adopted by different
designers, but in ail the general principal of construction is as above
described. I shall briefly describe a few of them.

The Double Skin.-In this method of construction on the sides of
the dredge, the outside planking is of the usual sizes, but the fore and
aft stringers are done away with, and in their place very deep planks
attached to the frames forming an inner but not a water-tight skin, the

outside planking alone being caulked. The inner planking is secured
by long vertical drift bolts. The "inner " and " outer " skins are also
bolted together through the frames. For this form of construction the

timber should be very well seasoned, or the shrinkage will be consider-
able in the wide inside timbers. The bottom, and deck are of single
planking of ordinary construction.

This is a light and simple form of construction, the principal faults
in it being the difficulty of locating and stopping a leak, owing to the
internal side planking and the absence of diagonal bracing where the
machinery happens to be heavy.

Tlie Fore anud Aft Kce/son.-'This is a method of construction in
which the thiwartshi) beaims and floors we usually sec in a ship are
done away with, and a series of keelsons and fore and afters run the
entire length of the pontoons in place thereof. The bottom and deck
planking is laid athwartships, wide planks being used for the purpose.
No side frames (or ribs) are used, but a number of stringers run the
entire length of the pontoons. The side is trebly planked, that is, the

planking is put on in three courses. The first is put on diagonally, at
an angle of about 45' to the deck line. The second at about right
angles to the first, and the third, or outer planking, horizontally as in
ordinary shi) work. The outer planking is caulked and felt, or
" chenam" is generally interposed between each course of planking.
The diagonal seams are not caulked.

Like the last method of construction, the dfficulty of locating and

stopping leaks occurs. The thwartship planking is aiso a very weak
point. It is also a simple form of construction, and quite a number of

dredges have been constructed here on this principle, but only two, as
far as I know, in New Zealand have heen built on this plan.

Tue Braced Stringer.-In this method three stringers of different
sections run the entire length on each of the four sides of the pontoons
the one on the bilge being generally square in section. These are

bolted to the frames (or ribs) and stiffened by diagonal bracing checked

on to their faces. On the inside the planking is spiked and bolted to
the outer side of the frames (or ribs) and laid horizontally in one tbick-
ness. The floors are bolted to the frames (or ribs) and the deck beams
to the frames (or ribs) as well as to the stringers.

This construction is a strong one, and makes an excellent job, but
as it involves a lot of joiner work it is rather expensive, and it is not
one that can be placed in the hands of amateurs. It must be performed
by first-class tradesmen.

Tfc e Vcd Stingr.-Tis method is identical with the above,
with the exception that long double wedges are used between the
stringers and the diagonal bracing dispensed with. The bad feature in
this construction is the wedges. The excessive vibration on a dredge
when working causes these wedges to work loose, and they are then
practically non-existent, unless they are carefully watched and kept
driven hard home.

T/îe Girde- Si/.-Several varieties of this form exist, but they
are more or less complicated and expensive to make.

The latest New Zealand design consists of a top and bottom mem-
ber of a heavy flat section. The cross bracing is used in such a manner
that the lower end of the brace butts against the floor and the upper
against the deck beams. The cross braces entering into and mutually
assisting each other in forming a compact and highly efficient design.
The toi) and bottom members of the girder are further tied together by
" king bolts," situated in pairs in the diamond formed by each pair of

cross braces. The frames (or ribs) are bolted to the outer face of the

cross bracing to permit the "king boits " to draw up, from time to time,

any play that may appear in the joints of the girder, due to shrinkage
in the timber, over-straining, or other causes. The planking is spiked
to the ribs as in ship work. These girders extend the ful width of the
pontoon forming the four sides; and four or more of similar design rutn
athwartships of the pontoon, namely, one forming the after end and one
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at the end of the weli, each extending the full width of the hull, and
o!ae shorter one, or two in the case of longer pontouns, athwartships in
each pontoon.

This construction reduces ail the defects in the uthers mentioned
t, a minimum, and possesses as well the feature uf being a simple one,
that is, one in whiclh the efliciency is great, compared with the cost of
labour in obtaining it

There are other cunstri.ctions in which a series of girders of com-
lilicated designs run fore and aft through the centres of the pontuns,
as well as forming the sides. but, in my opinion, the quantity of timber
..sed and the labour rcquired in their construction makes them .er>
apensive to build, aid does not iarrant theiradoptionfur this p>urp>ose.
'Tliere is, however, no doubt that the) possess the feature of strength in
i matked degree, but are unnecessarily ponderous. Thsese, examples
jast m1entioned practically embrace those in general use by dredging
engineers, but others exist, such as the "cellular" type, etc., but as a

iule their novelty far exceeds their utility.
Ail the above types are stiffened laterally (that is, athwartships) by

diagonal or cross bracing,and are provided with hold pillars to support
the weight of the deck on which the bulk of the heavy machinery is
placed, and are also capable of being sud divided into any required
number of water-tight compartments,and should be sub-divided in such
a way that any one, or.even two compartments, could be filled with
water without sinking the dredge. Dredge owners, when placing a
dredge in the hands of an engineer to design, should stipulate that water-
ight compartments should be incorporated in the design, and also that
these .compartments should be practically tested, that is, filled with
water and the effect noted. The test would cost very little, and the
owneis wuuld, at ail events, be satisfied that with ordinary care the
chance of their dredges sinking was a remote one. Within the past
two years, tò my knowledge, no less than seier. dredges out of a working
total of thirty surik, and two of these performed the feat twice, and
quite a number of others had some very narrow squeaks for it. I men
tion these facts here to eMphasize my remarks on the necessity of
zab-dividing dredges into water-tight compartments by the simple and
inexpensive method of a few water-tight bulkheads. Had the dredges
alluded to in this been properly sub-divided with a few water-tight
bulkheads their immersion would never have occurred.

Anc'her point in bulkheads is that they stiffen the hull laterally
(that is, athwartships), and if employed do away with a large amount
uf the transverse bracing, and as ail the machinery, with perhaps the
exception of the centrifugal pump, is usually on deck, there is no obstacle
in the way of placing bulkheads or lateral bracing vhere requircd. One
:mportant point to be noticed regarding bulkheads in timber pontoons,
however, is that ventilation must be provided for cach compartment, in
.Addition to the usual small hatchway.

Having dealt with the pontoon itself, the next consideration is the
baperstructure which consists of " tumbler framing," " gear framing,"

hog framing," screen or sluice box franing," "gantry," etc., etc.
The "tumbler framing "consists of very heavy uprightsand beanis,

cross diagonall brace'd and well tied in c.ery direction with heay tic
bolts,.and' as it also supports the ladder with its tumbler and buckts,
as well as the main tumbler with its gearing, the structure requires to
be ex.eedingly strong and rigid to.withstand the shocks it is subjected tu.

The "gear framing," in construction, is similar to the tumbler
fïiming,but considerably lighter. It is usutally braced ahwartships to
the tumbler framing. As it supports ail the intermediate gearing and
shàtting it also requires very rigid bracing.

The "hog framing" is constructed of vertical posts, really Samson

postS, or lattice braced framing of the «A" or other types, erected where
deenied necessary. Iron or steel rods, or heavy steel ropes provided
vith tension, or rigging screws lead from the top of these postsor (rames
forward and aft, for the purpose of counteracting the tendency long

dredges ha%.e of hugging, that is, dropping at the stem and stern, but
it is sometines dispenîsed with in short dredges. Thc hog franing is also
used as a derrick to support t.e elevatur in dredgescarrying elevators.

The " screen framinig," where a screen or screens are used, is % cry
much the same in its principlet construction as the tumbler and gear
framing, and tie si/es of the scandiings used are the same as in the gear
framing, perhaps a bit lighter.

The "sluice box framing " follows the general deign of those just
mentioned, but is very much lighter still.

'lhe "gantry " is a very important part indeed of the structure of
the dredge, and mure su uf the " paddock" dredge, whose well, owng
tu the necessity uf ha%.ing the ladder prujeting in front, nust be left
open forward. The gantry. therefore fulils a dual duty, that is, it tics
the two " pontoons" tugeiher, as well as sustaining a %ery large pro-
portion of the eight of the ladder,-amounting to many tons.

A "gantry " requires to be extremely rigid, and besides possessing
the features mentioned, must aiso be capable of overcoming the
tendency the pontoons have of sagging inwards towards the well caused
by the excessive weight of the ladder being concentrated on one central
point forward in the weakest portion of the dredge's structure, and for
obvious reasons its weight must be centralised there or thereabout.
This strain can, howe% er, to a certain extent, be neutralised by the dis-
tribution of machinery on board. The scantlings in the gantry, if of
hardwood, aie very heavy, and as a rule are of similar size to those in
the tumbler framing.

In an ordinary 4ft. bucket dredge this weight varies from twenty-
five to forty-fie tons, according to the dredging depth and application
of the strain.

The remarks I ha'.e made practically embody concisely the salient
features in the construction of the hull and super-structure of a modern
gold dredge built of timber. I shall now deal with the machinery to be
crected on the hull.

The two most important factors in dealing with the machinery
required are' the dredging depth and the capacity; this allnws us to
arrive at the power ofengine, size uf buckets, etc. Before going further
it might be as well to define the tern "apacity" as applied to a
dredge. Capacity, or noninal capac.y, is the actual amount the
dredge can lift ruuning full buckets, with the ladder yirng at an angle of
forty-ffi c degrees. The buckets of ail dredges should be so shaped
that they will hold their maximum capacity at that angle. A favourite
complaint from speculators in dredges that are not getting as much
gold as they would like, is -- " We werc told the dredge wouid treat
one hundred and twenty tons an hour, and we have measured up what
she has done and it is not hall that." In the irst place they la% e
meastired up the ground in the solid. qfuite overlooking the fact the
buckets of the dredge break this down and loosen it under water, it
therefore occupies considerably more space than when in the solid, that
there is a lut of broken stowage in a bucket without one or two big
stones in it, and running at the speed dredgc btickets rua (say twelve
buckets a minute) a badly filled bucket will corne up occasionally, in
spitc of the efforts of the winchman, it may be very hard cemented
ground, and the dredge ha., to actually pick etery foot of it down with
her grabs, and scrape up what she can get with the buckets. or, it may
be, a stiff puggy clay appears in the face, which is compressed into the
buckets with the full power of the dredge, much the sane as a brick
machine would squeeze it into a brick mould. Now. having got this
clay into the buckets, the next problen is how it is to be got out
again in the interval of time lapsing between each bucket, one.twelfth
of a minute (that is five seconds, it is really less) and, lastly you
probaby find on discussing the matter furthez with %hem, that their
dredge bas struck a bit of shallow gronnd, say six or eight feet deep,
and that the ladder is'lying at such an angle that it would be a physical
impossibility to fill the buckcts to more than one third of their capacity.
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The discussion generally terminates, as most of that class of discussions

do, by the speculators concluding that the "dredge" is a failure. The

engineers assured then she would treat one hundred and twenty tons
an hour and she dosen't, and that's all they know about it.

A good deal of judgment on the part of the dredge master is

required in regard to the amount advisable to lift. At times when in

very rich wash of a clayey nature, it has a better chance of treatment

in the screen and on the tables if passed through in snaller quantities.

If, on the other hand, it is poor and of a loose gravelly nature, to make

working expenses it might be necessary to push the dredge to lier

utmost capacity. Dredge masters, as a rule, when they get on to a

rich lead or patch reduce the quantity lifted, if the dredge is running

full buckets to give it a better chance of being more thoroughly washed

in the gold saving appliances.
The motive power of a " Paddock " dredge is either steam,

electricity, or water. Where water is used, as at Waipori, in New

Zealand, Pelton wheels or some form of turbine are the generators of

of the required motion. Oil engines have been suggested where fuel

has to be carried long distances at a heavy rate of freight; but I am

not aware of any plants at present using oil engines. Whatever motive

power is used, it must be capable of being governed under all varying
conditions. of load.

- Dredge engines should be made with moveable eccentrics to enable

then to be reversed in a few minutes, but I will draw attention to this

later on under the tumblers.
Approximately about sixty per cent. of the power of the dredge

is absorbed by the centrifugal pump in lifting the water for treating
the wash.

The size of the engine varies with the capacity, dredging depth

and water supply required for tables.
l'he type of engine adopted by most designers is the high pressure

compound horizontal. The condenser is a surface one and of a patter

used only on dredges. The water used for washing the gold is utilised

prior to going on the tables as the steam condensing medium; the

condenser really forming part of the discharge pipe from the centrifugal

pump to the tables or sluice box. The air and feed pumps are inde-

pendent of the engine itself and are actuated by an eccentric on the

first motion shaft, and this system answers very well. Engines of the

marine, semi.portable, portable, undertype, rotary, etc., both high

pressure as well as compound have been used for the purpose with

varying success.
A sluice.box dredge, that is, one without a screen or elevator,

takes about the sane power to drive, owing to dredges of this class

requiring more water for treating the spoil than dredges with screens

and tables, and also on account of the extra height it is generally

necessary to lift the water and spoil to secure sufficient fall for the

sluice-box, whicl ought to be carried well astern, and its extreme end

should be high enough to be well clear of the tailings at the highest
possible stacking height of the ground to be dredged.

The boiler is generally given an excess of power, that is, for

exampie, a 16 H. P. nominal engine is provided with a 20 H. P. nominal

boiler. The horse-power in excess is given for the purpose of driving

the steam winch which utilises from 4 to 8 H.P. nominal, but as it is

used intermittently and not continuously the excess boiler power, if not

utilised by the steam winch, is advantageous in enabling a full head of

stean to be kept without difficulty for the main engine with indifferent

firing (or indifferent fuel). In the past stoppages for steam, or rather

the want of it, were quite a frequent occurrence.
A number of dredges have independent steam driven electric

lighting plants, and these absorb from I to 2 H.P.

Marine portable, under-fired tubular, serni-tubular locomotive,

loco-tubular boilers, etc., are used for the purpose. The loco-tubular
is a favourite both here and in New Zealand, and possesses a nunher
of excellent features for dredge work, so much so that the type is umv
-known by the distinct name of I" Dredger " boiler by the English makers.

Wood is the fuel used entirely for firing purposes in Australia
The boiler on a dredge demands and should receive more attention

than any other part of the dredge's machinery, but unfortunately gels
as a rule less.

With the dirty feed water used, charged with all forms of vegetable
and organic matter and mud, together with the lavish and totallv
unnecessary use of internal lubricants of questionable quality in the
cylinders and valves of the engine itself, the risks run are very great
indeed. The boiler inspection, under the Dredging Regulations of
this State, is practically no inspection at all. In New Zealand aill
boilers are subjected to a very critical examination every six monts
by a Government Inspector, and a certificate given if everything is
satisfactory. In this State each engineer examines his own boiler and
gives his own certificate, which is obviously always satisfactory. The
writer ventures to predict a "horrible sensation" on a gold dredge
somewhere before very long, in which the boiler will play the "star "
part. The hands on gold dredges generally do not know too much
about a boiler and its possibilities, and perhaps it is as well for their
own comfort that they have not been too lavishly endowed with infor-
mation on this subject.

In the older type of dredges in New Zealand, as is the custom on
harbour dredges, the power generated by the engine was transmitted
from the en:ine to the top tumbler by means of shafting. In gold
dredging practice this was found to be too rigid, and the continual
jumps and jars of the buckets as they st'ruck boulders, timber, or other
hard obstacles in their work was very severe on the gearing and the
engine itself, notwithstanding the interposed friction brake. With the
object in view of softening or cushioning the shocks on the gearing and
engine, the shaft between the crank shaft of the engine and the gearing
was donc away with; the pinion on the crank shaft of the engine was
removed and a pulley substituted, more intermediate gearing was in.
troduced, and the bevel.gearing replaced by spur.gearing; and a
pulley, keyed on to the first motion shaft connected by a belt or by
ropes to the pulley on the crank shaft of the engine.

This new arrangement eased matters considerably, and now prac.
tically ail gold dredges are either belt or rope driven, the direct-driven
type having disappeared, with the exception of a few old relics that
exist in remote parts of New Zealand, moie as historical objects than
anything else. Bevel-gear has also gone down with its chum, the
direct drive, and spur-gear has taken its place, and it in its turn, is now
giving way to the helical gear.

Bevel-gear is still greatly used in harbour dredges and almost in.
variably the direct-drive. But in this class of dredge the working
conditions are more even than in the gold dredge.

A popular misconception exists amongst a certain class of those

interested in dredges as to what occurs when a dredge or rather the

buckets come in contact with a hard obstacle. The impression is that

something, meaning some vital portion of the machinery, must go, and

in this theory sec the solution of the whole problem of brealcages and

delays and the salvation of the industry. All that is required, so they

aver, is to introduce some form of controlling or disengaging apparatus

to act when the buckets strike something so hard that they are brought

suddenly to a standstill (rnuch in the same style as the barbailians of

modern civilisation stop a railway waggon by spragging it, that is,

throwing a short stiff piece of timber through the arms cf ont of the
wheels while it is in motion). But I may state that every dredge in
existence, whether harbour or gold, has an appliance for this purpose



known, in dredging parlance, as the friction. This is so adjusted that
when any undue strain comes upon the gearing it slips and stops the
top ttrmbler from revolving until the strain is relieved, either by the
winchman manipulating the ladder or the dredge herself. Directly the
strain is relieved the top tumbler starts to revolve automatically. This
friction apparatus can be controlled by the winchman without moving
from his position at the winch, and the buckets stopped at any desired
point on the ladder almost instantaneously.

The winch of a dredge occupies the same relative position to a
dredge as the slide-rest does to a lathe. Assuming the buckets to be
the tool, and in reality they are, the winch feeds the buckets, up or
down, forwards or sideways, at the will of the winchman, who manip.
ulates this complicated piece of mechanism. Too much i.mportance
cannot be attached to having an efficient winch : however perfect the
rest of the design may be, a defective winch neutralizes ail its good
points. Strength and quickness in manipulation are the main desiderata
in ils design.

In an ordinary 434- ft. bucket dredge with, say, a dredging depth
of thirty five to forty feet, the winch must be capable of lifting with
reasonable speed and ease from thirty to forty tons. This should
convey some idea of what is expected from a dredge winch.

In harbor dredges a number of single winches are used, that is,
each line bas an independent winch, or the lines are grouped on two
or three separate winches; say, for instance, the forward lines on one
winch, the after lines on another, aud the ladder and head Unes on
another. The single winch for each line necessarily requires several
extra men to manipulate them, and as harbor dredges are generally run
by governments, harbor trusts, or large public bodies who have plenty
of money to spend, the cost of labor is not a serious consideration.

The crew of a gold dredge lifting two hundred and sixty tons per
hour. is two men per shift. The crew of a harbor dredge doing the
same work is twelve men per shift, namely, engineer in charge, mate,
fireman, four seamen, two deck hands, two punthands and a carpenter.
The larger dredges carry in addition a blacksmith and a boiler-maker,
and have a complete plant for effecting their own repairs on board,
including a lathe, steani hammer, etc.

On a gold dredge the general practice is to have ail lines, namely,
head, ladder, port bow-line, port stern or quarter line, starboard bow-
line, and starboard stern or quarter line, ail on the one winch. Some
of the big Molyneux dredges have an independent winch for a preventer
line, which is a duplicate head.line to guard against accident. The
preventer.line and head-lines being Unes that are very seldon used
compared with the side-lines and ladder-line, which are almost contin-
uously on the move.

In the original gold dredges, chains were used for mooritig pur-
poses, and a number of common crab winches were utilized, generally
one for each line (six winches).. These crab-winches were manipulated
by hand, so the winchman had a good deal of walking about. The
next progressive step was the assembling of the six lines on a single
winch, which at that time was merely a group of capstans or surging
drums, round each of which the respective chains took several turns
and-fell into a chain locker below deck. The handling of these chains
was most laborious work, and in a current like the Molyneux in New
Zealand it can be better i-nagined than described, if the powers of
imagination are vivid enough. Harbor dredges still use chains univer-
sally, but gold dredges have discarded then entirely and steel ropes
have taken their place.

In some dredges the winch is driven by means of belts,.ropes, or
intermediate gear off the main gearing, .iit this method is not without
its disadvantages and is only adopted- in plants where the first cost is
the main consideration. It necessitates the running of practically the

whole machinery of the dredge to simply operate the winch when
found necessary to pull the dredge to anywhere wlen the main
machinery is at a stand-still, say running out or in a line, heaving up
a log out of the face, etc.

The modern winch is a complex piece of mechanism, driven by
an independent stean engine, or in electric dredges by an independent
motor, on which the whole of the six lines can be manipulated with
case by the winchman without moving from his position.

The gearing of' a gold dredge, needless to say, must be of the
heaviest order, and the greatest care should be exercised in its design
and the materials used in its construction. Al pinions should be
preferably made of cast steel, and cast steel should enter largeiy into
the construction of a dredge generally. Accidents through light or
defective gearing are a very common source of delays. Too much
stress cannot be laid on the necessity of taking the greatest care of this
very important element in the dredge's structure.

''he buckets and their accessories, namely, grabs, links and pins,
are ail the product of the forge or boiler shops, very little cast work of
any description enters into their construction in gold dredges. In
harbor dredges cast steel buckets and links are in common use, but so
far gold dredges have not adopted them.

Manganese steel is the material in general use in bucket pins, but
there are other brands of steel equally suitable for the purpose.

In this State very much heavier pins are used than in New Zealand,
practically owing to the heavier nature of the ground, and for the same
reason the lips and bodies of the buckets as well as the main links are
very much heavier.

Spring steel is the material used for bucket lips, and at one time
these used to be hardened by tempering; this practice is, however,
abolished. The life of a heavy bucket lip in Australia is from four in
hard ground to eiglt months in easy ground. A great deal depends
on the way a dredge is handled, and in the lifetimes mentioned it is
assumed that they get fair usage and are not made to perform similar

duties to a "l stone-crusher,'' " quartz.stamper," or " forest.devil."
There is a great deal more in the design of a bucket than at first

meets the eye, and each designer has some particular curve or set in
the development of his bucket for which he claims sorme distinct
advantage. There is no doubt that there is a great deal in this very
important element of the structure, and as I before compared the
winch to the ilide-rest of a lathe, we might here extend the comparison
and call the bucket the cutting tool, and every engineer knows the
importance of the shape of the cutting tool. Every turner has his own
particular little twist, lip, or clearance in the same manner as the
dredge designer humors his little fancies with the bucket. The whole
idea in the design of the turning lathe is tu give the cutting tool the
best possible chance to do its work; the whole design of a gold dredge
(with perhaps the exception of the gold saving and tailings stacking
appliances) is to give the bucket the best possible chance of doing its
work.

A broken bucket pin is the commonest of ail accidents; it averages
on the aggregate in this State about two a week. The writer knows of
a dredge in Victoria that ran for more than six months without breaking
a pin, but this is a record performance. The time occupied in stopping
the dredge and putting in a new pin is under half an hour. One of the
most aggravating accidents that can happen on a dredge is the snapping
of two opposite pins, this generally results in ail the buckets and links
.e., the bucket belt, as it is commonly called) dropping into the bottom

of the paddock or the river, if a river dredge. Fortune might smile
upon you to the extent of permitting one end to remain on board, then
with a smart crew and a reversible engine it is only about two or rhree
hours work to get them coupled up again, but if you are not so favored,
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then it is a fishing job in the muddy water of the paddock or river,
and you always seein to get hold of the wrong bucket, or wrong end
first, and have to overhatul the lot or a large numnber of them. If the
accident happens in sav thirty feet of water the belt, in dropping,
forms itself automatically into loops and almost knots, and the excessive
weight of the fallng mass j-tms and interlocks buckets, links and pins
into an alnost lopeless tangle. It sometimes happens n grapplhng
that the bite, or a portion of the end of the belt is drawn through a
loup in another portion, actually formmg a knot. In an ordnary 4?
ft. bucket dredge with a dredging depth of 35 ft., there are thirty-six
sets of buckets, links and pins, each set weighing over eight hundred-
weight, or a total weiglht of fourteen and a half tons to drag up without
any allowance for spoil that may be in the buckets themselves. With
a smile or two from fortune, a good crew and suitable tackle, you
might get the bett on again in twenty.four hours; but if the belt is
badly tangled up it may mean several days. The Molyneux is a bad
place to lose the bucket-belt in.

Wlhen the winclman notices that the belt has snapped he should
stop the main engine instantly, if possible, but under no circumstances
wliatever should he pull out the friction, for in so doing lie throws
awvay the only possible hope lie has of holding on to the end of the
belt and checking it from going over the top.tumbler. In releasing the
main friction lie practically converts the top tumbler into a loose roller
for the belt to run off on. Many a belt accident would have been
averted lad the winclman acted as advised here. A bucket.belt
almost nvariably goes on the ascending portion, so that besides being
heard-for it gives a loud report-it is always within the view of the
winchman. This type of accident fortunately is not a common one.

Bessemer steel of bodler quality is the niateral used for the bodies
of the buckets and generally tire steel for the main links. Old railway
rollîng stock tires make excellent lnks.

The running speed of buckets vanes from tei to fourteen buckets

per minute.
The ladder, in its early stages, was constructed of wood, but

wooden ladders are a thing of the past. The modern ladder is simply
a very strong steel girder suspended or pivoted at one end, and free to
muove up and down at the other as required and is designed on very
nearly identical lines. On the top side of the ladder are a number of
rollers extending almost the full width of the ladder, and on these
rollers the bucket-belt travels. The types of ladders used vary from
the elementary channel-bar pattern, which consists of two parallel
channel.bars of a deep section, with distance pieces between to retain
them at the width desired for the ladder, to the elaborate braced plate-
girder and box.girder patterns.

The lower end of the ladder forms a jaw whiclh is fitted with
bearings on each side. The bottom tumbler fits into the jaw and
revolves, either on a stationcry shaft, or is keyed to a shaft which
revolves in bearings providcd on cither side of the jaw for it. A ladder
must be an exceedingly strong and carefully designed structure.

The snapping of a ladder is not an unknown accident by any
means, and vhen it does go, it is generally about two-thirds of the way
down. Ladders also have a weakness for twisting, that must be allowed
for in the design. A twisted ladder gives a lot of trouble.

7;? le cfinueid.

Granby Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company.-Mr. Jay P.
Graves in a recent interview says :-" Witi the developnent work accons-
plished and the plant in place atid in transit, the Granby mines at Phonix
are capable of producing Sooo tons of ore per diem for shiipnent to the coin-
pany's reduction works at Graid Forks. We are unable, of course, to treat
anything like this tonnage witli the presciit smelting plant, but our plans
are to inaugurate a programn of extensive additions that wili sncrease the
capacity of the works, and eventuially bring it up tu the saie standard that
lias been reached at the iîitics. An appropriation of approximately $25o,co0
will be required to accomplish this enid, and considerable time will be
required to work out ail the plans in contemplation. We will undoubtedly
make a start at a comparatively early date, however, and keep at the pro-
position imtil the end in view is attaned."

Mica Production in the United States.

In the advance sheets of that excellent publication of Dr. Da&
T. Day's, "'The Mineral Resources , i the United States," publihî,. 1
by the United States Government, some very interesting figures ,-
given of production of mica across the border. From this artiàte ,i
would appear that the total plate mica produced in the United St.,i..
during the year iqor was 360,000 pounds, valued at $9s,8 59 .;

compared with 456,283 pounds, valued at $92,758, in 1900. oilàlg
the past two years there has been a large increase in the amoinni
mica produced, with, however, but a slight increase in value, a condition
which is undoubtedly due to the very large ainount of small-sized irica
disc and rectangular sheets that have been cut for electrical purplu.-s,
and that has in former years been used as scrap mica. Some of this
plate mica has been obtained from old mica dumps. There a
large falling off in the amount of scrap mica produced in 1901, wivhd
lias been estimated as 2,17r short tons, valued at $19,7 t9, ascompared
with 5,497 tons, valued at $55,502, in 9oo. This falling off l i
production of scrap mica is undoubtedly due to the exhaustion of the'
large piles of scrap that had accumulated during the last quarter ut a
century, when there was a market only for plate mica.

The relatively small production of mica can be accounted for by
the low prices maintained for plate mica, by the uncertainty of the
occurrence of the mica in the veins, and by the large nurber of midi
producers who are entirely dependent upon one small mine, and who,
when the mica in this begins to give out or is poor, have not the me.,
to carry on much dead work, and have no other deposit to help fil ut
thi.. deficiency. The consolidation of a number of the mica mines in

different sections might be profitable ,The importation of mica fiini
Canada and India at a low valuation tends also to curtail the produrc-
tion of mica in the United States. This is especially true of the unta
imported from India, which can be mined and landed in this courtry
at a lower price than, in some cases, it can be mined in the United
States.

The production of mica during 19oo and 1901, by States, is given

in the following tables:

Rpoduction of mira in 1900, by Sates.

State. Sheet mica. Scrap inica.

Poutils. Short tons.
New Hampshire ..... ................ ........ 191,118 645
North Carolina . .............. .. ....... 107,255 .1.450
Soitli Dakota ........................ a 123.090 So
New Mexico.... ..... .... ............... ... 9.620 25
Virgiria.................................. 16.ooo ...
Other States ........... .................... 9,200 64

Total........... .... ........... 456.283 5,497

a Sold in rough or inmanusfacturred condit:on Idaio, Mainse, Nevad.1 and ihode Island.

Pr-oductjion of mica in 1901, by States.

S.tate.

New Hampshire ...... ..... ..... ....
New Mexico...... ...... ...
North Carolinra
South Dakota ............. ...................

Total

Sheet mica.

pounds.

65,80o
3,100

266,160
25,000

360.060

Scrap mnica.

Short tons

250
i46

1,7-i

2,1.;r

As is seen from the above tables, Idaho, Maine, Nevada, Rlio&X
Lland, and Virginia, which were producers of mica in i9oo, had nu
production durimg a 90a, and.there was a very noticeable falling off sis
the production of the other States,with the exception of North Carolini
In North Carolina there was a decided increase in the production cf
plate mica, but a large falling off in the production of scrap mica.
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COMPANY NOTES.
Canadian-American Coal and Coke Co.-It this company's colliery

at Frank Alta., work is proceeding briskly, and the output for November
lias been the best sinice the collieey was openied. The main entry, which is
beiig driven ahead as fast as possible, is now in on the coal seani a distance
of over one mile and lias reached a vertical depth on the vein of over i,ooo
feet. The qualityof the coal lias much improved witl depti and that being
taken out ii the iai aentry and deeper workings is of a very superior quality.
Thte lower entry is also beimg driven nhead and is now iii sone 1 600 feet.
With two air shafts tlhrough to the surfbce and the big fan driving 22,000
cubie feet of air into the workings, the Frank coal minle is one of the best
ventilated properties ii the Domiiitiion,. Over 150 nien are noweinployed by
tie company, and as soon as more carsare available and the loadinig facilities
imiproved there will be work for twice that nuiber of men.

Bosun Mines Limited.-Head office reports 6o tons galena and oo
tonts zinc shipped durmng the month of October.

Hall Mining and Smelting Co.-The report of the directors of the Hall
AMining and Snelting Company, Linited, for the year ended June 30, 3902,
which will be presented to the sharehiolders at the third ordinary general
nieeting on the 23rd inst., states that iii consequence of the exhaustion of the
orereserves,and the necessity therefore for writing off theamount of £19,751,
charged to development account at June 30, 190!, and also writing off
£ o94 fron the value of the mine supplies, therc in a loss on the mining
account of £6 98o; on the other hand, the smelting account shows a profit
oi £5.071. After taking credit for sundry receipts, £1,735, and providing
for the general expenses, including debenture interest and the balance of
preliminary expeases nîot dealt with last year (together £5.772), there is a
loss of £5,945 which, together withl £6.673 written off for depr-ciation,
muust be added to the amount brought forward fromn hast year-viz.. £6,980
-making a total debit balance ho be carried forward of £19 599. It was inot
until the spring of thie year tiat the permanenceof the ore bodyat the lower
leels became doutnful. Before deciding to abandon operations, the board
subsequently had the mine exatnined by the best expert available, whose
views entirely coincided witi those of the other two. The board have leased
the mine to Mr. M. S. Davys, formerly superintendent, on satisfactory teris,
one of the conditions being that they cai resumie possession, should they
wishî to do so, whcnever the output reaches 5o tons a day. The advautage
et this arrangement is that the nile n ill be thoroughly explored by one who
kîiows.the property well and lias faith ii his ability to find other ore bodies
entirely frec of expense to the contpany. Smnelting.-The most serions
obstacle to the expansion of this branchi of the company's business lias again
been the loss caused by the fall in the prices of îtietals. Sonie further
extension of the tine for final tettlemient of purchase is nccessary, and steps
to that end will be taken assoon as possible. Notwithîstandinig the difficulties
which have had to be met, the business still shows a profit and there is
every reason to expect reasonable profits in the future, more especially owing
to the cheapening of flux and to the reduction of working expenses through
te installation of the elecric plant. As soon as a refinery is crected in the
iinediate vicinity there will be a considerable saving in the freight whichi
now lias to be paid for sending the bullion to a distant refinery iii the States.
Recognizing tht desirability of reducing the management expenses, the
board have decided to reduce their number to three.

. Ymir Gold Mine, Limited.-,An extraordinary meeting of the Ymir
Gold Mines, Ltd., is cblled for 29th inst., to considera reconstruction scheme
in terms of the following circular, which has just been issied :-It will be
remembered, the directors observe, that at the annual meeting held on 6th
May last, a resolution was passed sanctioning an increase in the capital for
the purpose of providing funds to pay for the installation of the cyanide
plant, and for the further development of the mine. On reference to the
circular of x5th August last, whichi enclosed Mr. Hooper's report upon the
mine, it will be seen that at the extreme eastern end of the tunnel at the
i,ooo ft. level, where the wo'rk was suspended, the values were found to be
highier than at aîny other part of the ven at this level. Fron this fact, and
from the general tenuor of fr. Hooper's report, the directors have great
confidence that as further developuent is accomplished the mine will prove
to be as valuable as was ever expected. To enable this development to be
svstematically carried out,it is necesary to provide additional funids. Under
present market conditions, it is obviously impossible. they add, to increase
thie capital. In order to pay off the company's liabilities for the cyanide
plant (which is now in satisfactory operation), liquidate the bauk loan and
mnake provision for the requisite additional working capital, the directors
recommend that the comipany be reconstructed on the basis of an assessment
of 3s. per share on the issued capital of £200.ooo, payable as to 6d. per share
on the application, and is. per share on allotnent, and the balance in calls
of 6d. per share at intervals of not less thau one month. The effect of thuis
arrangement will be, they say, to free the compiny fron all its liabilities,
anîd leave it with ample workinug capital for further developient work. It
vill be renembered, they conclude, that during the four years the company

lias been in operation it has made profits sufficient to invest £46.ooo in
permnanent works and developmnent, and lias also distributed £66,ooo in
dividends. Tiework of connecting the No. xo tunnel with the upper work-
ings by means of an upraise (which is now in progress) is necessary for the
economical developinent of the mine. Until this is completed it is only
possible to keep 50 stamps at work.

Chippewa Consolidated Gold Mining Co.-This company operating
the Wendigo gold mine, Lake of the Voods, iasbeen overhaulhng the old
plant and getting the mine in shape for the resuimption of mining. Under
capable management this property should do well.

Camp Bird.-The secretary states:-" The following cable lias been
received fron the mine manager, reporting for the month of September -
The mill ran 29 days and crushed 5,450 tons of dry ore. Bullion sales (in-
cluding cyanide bullion, estimated at $9.oo). $i2,50o concentrates (340
tons), $32,ooo-$144,5oo. Working expenses aud developnents, $53,150,
lcaving the profit of the mine at $91,350, equal to, say, Zt 8,800. From ibis

should be deducted the nonthly expenses in London (including consulting
engineer's fee) of about .,o, leaving a profit for the month estinmated at
£î8,uo. There lias been cape'nded on construction accounît since the pro-
perty was taken over to 30th Septenber, $29,705, say, £6,122."

Velvet Rossland.--The manager cables the following returns from
smelter:-" i8o tons yielded 184 ozs. gold, 156 ozs. silver, 24,363 lbs. copper.
Net proceeds fron smelter $4,078, or an average of £4 los. per toi net."

Hastings (B.C.) Exploration Co -At the neetingiof this conpany held
in London durinig the cariy part of the present year, the directors gave a
very gloomy report on the Arlington mine at Erie wbich is onîe of the
principal assets of the coimpany. They inforned the shareliolders that
according to the latest expert advice the mine apptarcd to ha% e been gutted
and all the pay ore practically worked out. Since then, however, it is re-
ported that new bodies af ore have been discovered e d cone under treat-
ment. which will give a new life to the property. The total shipments of
ore concentrates during the past sunmner are as follows:-

May........................ 65.5 $2,4S8
Juie.............. ......... 119 4,610
July ... .......... .. . . 122 4,171
August...................... 120 3,721
Sdptenber.................. 122 4,604

Total........... 548.5 $19,594
Showing a net average value of over $35 per ton.

Montreal & Boston Copper Company.-The cori'iny's operations
have been runnuing very smoothly siice September 17. The company is
building a brick engine and blower roon, 120 ft. by 38 f!, stalling 2 new
125-h.p. high-pressure boilers, a No. 7 Connorsville blower. direct connected
to an engine, another furnace 176 by 40 in., and expects all this equipmient
to be runing by January i. Manager Goodell expects to place an order
for a third furnace soon, and have 3 furnaces in blast by March i. The
company's ore supply is pronounced ample. The matte is contracted to the
Granby Mining and Suielting Company.

Le Roi Mining C.-Mr. Mackenzie's report covering the operations
of the company for Septemnber shows that the profits from the ore shipped,
though not as high as in previous months, were satisfactory. The tonnage
sh ped during the month, together with its contents and gross value, was
as olows:-

Dry tons-First class, 13,667; second class dump, i,ggg; total, tS,666.
Ozs. Au.-First class, 6,778; second class dump, 66o; total, 7,438.
Ozs. Ag.-First class, 12.145; second class dunp, 933; total, 13,028.
Pounds Cu., wet-First class, 580.005; second class dunp, 50,722; total,

630,727.
Value per ton-First class, $15.26, second class dump, $9 76.
The cost of breaking and delivering the first class ore on the railroad

cars was $2.65 per ton, while the cost of development was equal to $t.25 per
ton-increases of 25c.and 5ic. per tont respectivelyascompared with August.
The explanation for the relatively highier expenditure is found in the facts
that the tonnage stoped during September was sialler and the exploration
work greater than was the case in the previous month.

Mine Expenditure.-The expenditure for the month on mine account
was $54,054.

Northport Smelter.-The expenditure for the mîonth was $157,843. The
public ores purchased during the month amounted to 5.740 tons, containing
2,953 ounces of gold, 6,o8o ounces of silver, 2S2,825 pounds of copper. The
tonnage treated during themontlh was 23,681 wet tons, segregated as follows:

Roasted ores............................. 15,234
Raw ores, Le Roi ........................ 198
Raw ores, Le Roi second class ............ 2,537
Raw ores, public......................... 5,712

. Estimiated lProit for Mlonth.
The gross value of the first class ore shipped fron the mine was

.515.26 per ton, equal to.... ..................... $208,558
Froni this dcduct smeltei losses, refiners' settlement rates and

interest on gold and silver values for go days and copper 6o
da3s, at 6 per cent. equal to $2.61 per ton................. 35.671

Deduct cost of mining and smelting at $8. 8 per ton...........

Net estinated profit on first class ore.............
The gross value of the second class dumîp ore shipped from the

mine was $9.76. equal to.........................
From this deduct snelter losses, refiners' settlement rates and

interest on gold and silver values for go days and copper 60

$172,887
111,796

$61,09

$19,519

days, at 6 per cent., equal to $1.56 per ton ................ 3,118

$16,39r
Deduct cost of loading and snelting, at $4.44................. 8,875

Net estimated profit on second class ore.......... $7,56
The total estimated profit as above amounts to $68,607.5r, being greater

by nearly $6,ooo than estimated in the cabled returns of the 6tl inst., owing
to the fact that the smelting costs proved to be lower than anticipated.

Le Roi No. 2.-Under date Rossland, gth November, the company's
manager telegraphs as follows:-" Shipments last month amounted to 2,413
tons; contents, 1,042 ozs. of gold, 3 360 o7s. of silver, 66 tons copper. The
returns from ore amount to $19.390. Having located with diamond drill on
300 ft. level to the west of tramway dyke upward continuation of ore body.
Over footwall stope above Soo fit. level diamond drill core shows the ore is
10 ft. thick; average of three assays is-gold $96 per ton, copper 2X per
cent. Will probably require to crosscut to the south 95 ft. to open shoot;
have started to crosscut for ore body." [September: 6,070 tons, value
$86,351.]
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Centre Star Mining Co.-The annual meeting of the Centre Star Min-
ing Conpany was held on the 27 th, and the various reports presented. The
financial statement shows that the iidebtedness of the companv had been
reduced to $160.028 two months ago, and was being reduced at the rate of

$30,ooo a month, whici would mtake it about $100,ooo now. During the
year $29,836 has been written off for the depreciation. The assets include

$3,300,540, the value of the Centre Star mine ; $1,480 cash in bank ; $220,938,
machinery and buildings; $16,250 in stocks of other companies; and $îo,629
accoutnts receivable. Mining and development have cost $172,552, and
dianond drill prospecting $8 371. Manager Kirby, in bis report, said :-
" The condition of the Centre Star mine has been imuproved during the year.
The reserves of pay ore have been incresed, and the heavy decline in copper
lias been more than offset by the reduction in smelting rates, and the satis-
factory solution of the problei of treating the low grades by millinîg, now
iakes it certain that large bodies of the ore exposed will soon be available.
Ore sales during the year were 11,987 tons, averaging $13.3r, snielters' gross
assay value. The developimtent of the mine lias front the begitning contimued
to expose large quantities of ore too low in grade for smnelting, but richt
enougli to promise a handsomîe profit to successful mîtilling, and iow that
the difficulties of such treatient have been overcomîe, thtese low grade
niasses will soon be available." The net proceeds fromî ore sales were
$89,752. The directors were re-elected.

Mikado Gold Mining Co.-The following is extracted from the pro-
ceedings of the last annual meeting of tihis company lheld this nonth in
London :-The Secretary (Mr. C. F. MacNicol) having read the notice and
the auditor's certificate, the Ciairmat said : The accounts are full and ex-
haustive, and do not call for any particular remark The expenditure lias
been very closely watched, botu at the mine and iii England, and we feel
assured that we have received full value for our mtîoney. Unfortunately, it
lias not been possible to show a profit. Miiiinîg is proverbially uncertain,
and it seemns tbat' the Mikado lias been particularly unlucky. It started
vith ricli ore, in what appeared to be a permanent shute, and this contitnued

to a depth of 240 ft. ini No. 1 iode. No. 2 lode did not yield so well, but
produced payable quartz, and there see;mîed every probability that the fore-
cast, on whiclt we raised additional capital, would iave been verified. Un-
fortunately, in botu iodes the values steadily decreased, and the further
sinking and driving on No. i Iode showed that the shute of ore becamte very
inuch shorter and poorer, so that on reachiug the toth level, at a depth of
6o ft. fron surface, it had so dwindled away in extent and value as to niake
it unadvisable to continue furthter sinking. Sitiliarly, at No. 2 Iode, the ore
cut out at a depth of 300 ft. Such being the disappointing condition of
affairs, it was resolved to coutinue the driving of No. 9 level at a depth of
540 ft., to searci for another run of ore, and also to intersect the cross-Iode
No. 3, knîowni to exist at a distance on surface at about 1,200 ft. south of the
main shaft, it being probable that at the junction of these Iodes an imi-
provenent in value would take place. Accordingly, during the greater
part of i90t, and up to the present date, this No. 9 level lias been pusied
forward, and it is now thouigltt that it should be witlittn a short distance
of the inîtersection with No. 3 lode. In the mieaiitime, ore of low grade
vas raise i from the ol workings and milled, whici bas lhelped to pay

the mine expenses ; but latterly the supply lias fallen off both in quantity
and qiality. It was therefore decided to shîut down the mîtill and proceed
only with developmitent. I now coie to an encouraging feature in our work-
intg In 1898, wlhen the mine was looking well, particularlyint its southernt
section, all the levels were driven in that direction in the extension of the
ricli shute of ore, and no work was done to the northward of the main shaft,
except at No. 4 level, whîicb wvas driven for about 400 ft. Only a siall
butich of pa'yable ore was fouînd ; the vein dwindled down to 6 in. of barren
quartz, so no fturther work was done.

During the winter of 1897-98 it was resolved to take advantage of the
frozen state of the lal e and to put down a diamîond drill lhole, to test
the position and value of the lode under the lake. This was done at
a distance of about .4oo ft. from the main shaft, the Iode being cut at a
vertical depth of 176 ft. Taking the distance on the incline of the boring,
smnall strings of quartz carrying siall values were met with at 170 ft. and

179 ft. A large rib was found between 207 ft and 216 ft., assaying $2.50,
and atother, apparently the footwall of the Iode, between 230 ft. and 237 ft.;
this gave a value of $17 per ton. The continuity of the Iode was thus
proved. This and its value were furtier tested by a Toronto conpany, who
bored on an island about lalf a mile froi our niorthern boundary, and tiere
met with the lode, said to assay $20. This boring disclosed the important

fact that the Iode was in granite formation. Ilitherto our workings to the
southward had been along the contact of the granite and trap, sometimes
piercing a considerable length of the former, where the best ore was always
found, the quartz being pinched and poor in the trap. We therefore hope
that, as the 4th level progresses into the granite zone Iying to the north-
ward, so the value will increase. As you will see from the manager's cable,
dated October 23, in the report, the Iode is widening out, and payable ore
has been found. And a cable received yesterday reports that 50 ft. have
been driven in No. 4 level, that the Iode is 2 ft. wide, and averages $7 per
ton, with everv prospect that the ore will continue. This is very encourag-
ing. Unfortunately, as you rwill see from the directors' report, our funds
are exhausted, and it is necessarv to consider the best mnea0 s of raising
money to continue working. This is having our very careful thought, and
several schemes are under consideration. We are taking the advice of
several of our largest sharehiolders, and very shortly the resuit of the
deliberations will be placed before you. Your directors are strongly in-
pressed with the value of our property, and it is impossible to conceive that
a mine, which lias produced some £So,oco in sielted gold fron a very small
section, should be played ont, seeing that itsarea is somte 300 acres, and that
several lodes, not yet explored, are known to exist within our boundaries

The board therefore believe, with the information already gainied, it
would be judicious, in the interest of all concerned, that more money slhould
be found to prosecute further work. As I have already said, our funds are
exhausted. We are in debt to the extent of between £2,coo and £,000,
which, together with the amount necessary to carry out the economical
policv suggested by the manager in his latest communication, niakes it
obligatory to raise at least £5,ooo. This nay be done bv the issue of the
£12,500 reserve capital ; but as it may not be possible to get shareholders to
take this up at par, the only alternative short of reconstruction vould be the
issue of a small amount of debentures on the security of the property and
assets of the company. The directors would be glad of any suggestion front
shareholders now presel1 before putting any schene before them for raising
the necessary funds. Shareholders mnay feel assured that any noney will be
expended by our manager to the best advantage when I tell you that for
nany months the entire charges at the mine worked out at the vet y low rate
of $3,4 per ton of ore treated. This included mining, milling, cyaniding,
developnent and management. I do not think that there is any mine in
Canada or the United States worked by steam which will show such excellent
working costs. This is due to the very careful and complete accounts kept
by our manager, whereby every iten of expenditure can be checked and
compared ; so that any undue cost under any particular head of account can
be at once detected and rectified I beg now to move the resolution: "'That
the report of the directors and statement of accounts be received and
adopted."

Nova Scotia & Baltimore Mining Company.-The work in Cariboo
District, on the Lake Iode, is of great importance to the district and to the
gold mining interests of the Province. For a nuinber of vears min ing bas
beei lotie to a deptht of 300 atnd 400 ft., the one at this depth being low
grade. The conpany having erected a modern 4o-stamnp mtill and adequate
appliances to sink deeper, deternmined to sink to 1,coo ft. At 7c0 feet, mnuch
better ore has been struck, and front a level drivei at tihis point 350 toits of
ore yielded 1.6 oz. to the ton. The Iode is front 4 ft. to 8 ft. thick.

Canadian Smelting Works.-The report is current that the refining
process in practice at the Trail smtelter for somte ntonths past lias given such
satisfaction as to justify the Canadian Smelting Works in branching out
somewhat extensively in the refinting business. The process is an electro-
litic svsten, and the Trail refiery lias been turning out about tenl tons of
refined lead for six months or thereabouts. Tieir tnew plant will be on a coln-
siderably enhanced scale, althougli no details have been divulged on this
point as yet. The comtpany is said to be hesitating between sites at Nelsoni,
B.C., and a point on tide-water, with the chances in favor of their choosing
the inland point. Being closely identified with the Canadian Pacific system
it is not so essential that the refinery should be constructed at tidewater as
would be the case with a strictly independent plant. The important feature
of the muatter is that the company has concluded that there is a future for
lead refining in Canada, and it is somewhat significant also, inasmuch as a
corporation so closely identified with the great railroad lobby would scarcely
venture a large investment in refining works had it not an assurance that the
forthcoming session of the House of Commons would witness such measures
of protection as will substantially assist the Catadian lead industry.

FOR SMELTERS ANDBRIQUETTINO MAOHINERY "FURNACES.
BRIQUETTE your Flue Oust, Fine Ores, Calcines, Concentrates, Slimes and other Mineral Fines

INCREASES THE CAPACITY OF THE FURNACE FROM 10 TO 25 PER CENT.

Our Improved WHITE MINERAL PRESS the only successful machine for the purpose.
Adopted by most all the Prominent Smelters in the United States.

Used by several Large Steel Works for briquetting Common Iron Flue Dust.
Sent on Trial and
Satisfaction Guaranteed. CHISHOLM, BOYD & WHITE GO. CATALOGUE MAILED ON
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LAST CHANCE AT 50c. PER SHARE.

060OO0Annum Guaranteed
BY THE

California-Nevada Mining Co.
on par value of stock when mill is completed, or will buy back stock at par, si per share.

$2o,ocoooo BLOCKE) OUI'
READY FOR ThE MILL, and
the Hoodlunm Claini, which adjoins
the Old Victor Mine, yet to figure
on.

This conpany will stand the
most rigid investigation---in fact,
we challenge the world to criti-
cise this company adversely.

2,000,000 TONS OF $40.oo ORE
WILIL BE READV FOR THE
MILL WIIEN THE TUNNEL
CUTS THE VEIN, WHICH
MEANS $8o.ooo,ooo WILL BE
BLOCK ED OUT ANI) IN SIGHT.
A 200-TON PER DAY PLANT
CONTRACTED FOR and will be
in full operationl not later than
April 1st, 1903.

2CET. GUARANTEED REGULARL ONTHEIVESTMENT
,E U R N E UNTIL MILL IS OPED

President McKelvey states: The mines are nuch more valuable
than claimed in their prospectus, and feel quite sure thev will be able
to pay much larger dividends than promised, which is 6o per cent.
per annui 011 the par value of stock when mill is coipleted, and that
will be inside of four nmonths."

Present Price 50 Cents per Share. Par Value $1.co.
Full Paid and Non-Assessable. Nov. 2oth Price will be Advanced

to 75 Cents per Share.
Reader , on shonld loDk this nip. it is the greatest iing pioposition that

has Reaer upoynthe Anericati arket il e25 earS, if ever befoie A few days' ex-
tension at present price has been granted us. Write for prospectus.

W. H. BALDWIN & CO., Brokers and Financial Agents ".° 5i"°L :7.
RFI -FRFNC- -Bradstreet's and Dmn's Agencies; State Bank and Trust Company,
Ios Angelos, Ca anynminng journal of the state or promiient mininog men.

J. Bertram & Sons
Canada Tool Works,

DUNDAS, ONT.
Buliders of Iron

e@e•eWORKING MACHINERY
.... POR....

REPAIR SHOP,
BOILER SHOPS,

CAR SHOPS,

MACHINE SHOP, SHIP YARDS
ENGINE WORKS,

FORGE WORKS.

OUR EQUIPMENT AND WORKS ARE THE LARGEST IN CANADA.

OUR LIilE OF

MP\CHINE TOOL S
WILL SUPPLY A SHOP COMPLUTE.

St. JAMES STREET.
B.C. Agency: The Wm. Hamilton Mfg. Co., Vancouver, B.C

pull Information obtained at the Above Addrsa.*a. Write for Piko.

SPRINQHILL GOAL.
The Cumberland Railway & Coal Company

Are prepared to deliver this well known

Steam Coal at all points on the lines of

G. T. R., C. P. R. and I. C. Railways.

Head Olice: 107 ST. JAMES STREET, MONTREAL
Address: P. 0. BOX 396.

MONTREAL
.. STORi.I3v

PQHLEE & PARMAULEE
ASSAYERS and CHEMISTS.

Special Attention to Control and Umpire Work
Ores tested to deterinue the best nethod of treatment.
EXPerinuental work on cheinical work or processes.
Geieral Coiuercial aialysis. Ihirtv years experience.
Prices and sample sacks free on application.

627 Champa St., Denver, Colo.

E. J. WALSH

CIVIL AND CONSULTING EN(;INEER

M. Can. Soc. C.E. and

M. Can. Mining Institute.

OTTAWA - - CANADA.

WHEN REQUIRING INFORMATION IN REGARD TO

Miners' Outfits Chemical Apparatus
Assayers' Supplies Fine Chemicals
Prospectors' Outfits Heavy Chenicals

please consult us. We are specialists.
Our experience is at your disposal.
Correspondence is invited and will be
given prompt attention.

THE CHEMISTS & SURGEONS SUPPLY CO, Limited
CHAS. 4AL.aiTFRS B So e..(McGill)

Managing Di)rector

818 Dorchester St. MONTREAL
Bell Tel. Uptown 945 (long-distance)

Are You Confronted with a
Difficult Ore-Separating Problem ?

THE WETHERILL MAGNETIC SEPARATING PROCESS
May Prove the SoI>lutiorn

... A P P L.Y TO...

WETHERILL SEPARATING CO., 52 Broadway, New York

Manufacturing Agents for Canada, ROBERT GARDNER & SON, Montreal, P.Q.
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ADVERTISING PAYS.

Montreal, 21st February, 1902.

The Canadian Mining Review,
Ottawa.

We have been advertising in the Canadian Mining

Review for some sixteen years, and as extensive

manufacturers of mining machinery in Canada we

have great pleasure in stating that we consider

that the money spent in reaching the public

through your columns has paid us an hundred fold.

We consider it, without exception, the best medium

to reach the mining, engineering and investing

public in the Dominion of Canada, not taking into

consideration its foreign circulation. Our

continued patronage will serve as substantiating

the above assertions.

We are

Yours faithfully,

THE JAMES COOPER MFG. CO.
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The Crystal Cold Mine for Sale.

The undersigned offers for sale Mining Location W.1). 43 in the
Township of Rathbun. A large amount of developrment has been
done upon this property. A ten-stamp niiIl has been erected, with five
stamps workingi. Bullion to the value of $7,500 as been produced,
on an average of $12.00 per ton. The ore is free milling. Tenders
for above property will be received by the undersigned, fron whorn
full particulars can be obtained.

WM. R. WHUTE,
Li(qui(dator of The rystal (old iMining Co.

o>f 1athbun, imited.)ated PEMIiROKE, June 26th, 1902.

TWELFTH EDITION

ThCanadian Mining
FOR 1902

Up to date particulars of the Organisation, Equipment, Operations,
Output, Balance Sheets and Dividends of all Canadian

Collieries Metal Mines Stamp Batteries
Blast Furnaces Smelting Works

600 PP.-HANDSOMELY BOUND

The nost complete and handily arranged work of reference to Canadian
nining undertakirxgs extant.

-- PFRICE - RLJ IDCLLARs..

THE CANADIAN MINING REVIEW
OTTAWA, CANADA.

COMBINED THEODOLITE AND

Quick LeveHling Head.
Reading 9O up and down.

GU..MET. - - Price £25.
Coto Wa\o~ - - Atavism.

Ai.Uu.NiuINI - -Price £30.

CODE WoR D- - Ataxy.

Stanley's Patent Mine
Staff, 6 feet, clasing to
20 inches, very port-
able...............£2 5s.
Cony WoRD - - Element.

Mathematical, Drawing, and SUrVeying Instruments
Of every descript ion, of the highesty Quality and Finish, at

the liosti moderate Prnces.

SPECIALTY FOR MININC SURVEY INSTRUMENTS.

PRIc, ST, POsT FREE.

Address- W. F. STANLEY & CO. Ltd.
CREAT TURNSTILE, HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C., ENC.

Telegrans. T RNSTI LE, LONDON.

Gold M>edals, inventions ühsibitions, 8S5, and Mining Exhi bition, 1890.

SCROOL of YININ
Practical Science Faculty of
Queen's University

Kingston, Ontario.

THE FOLLOWINC COURSES ARE OFFERED

1. TiHREE YEAn: Yî.Às' CoultSE F AiR JDIPLoMA -N

( M) Mining Engineering,
()) Analytical Chenistiy and Assaying.

2. Fouit YEARs' CoURSE FORL A DEGREE .SC. IN

Gîtoup I.

(a) Mining Eigineering.
() Chenistry adi Mjineralogy.
(c) Mineralogy and Geology.
(d) Cieinical Engineering.

(e) Civil Engineering.

(f) Mecianical Engineering.
(g) Electrical Engineering.

GiouP III.

(h) Biology and Public Health.

3. CANIss ix Cis'îsty, MIssvgex y o G wI.'
for legrees of baclhelor of Arts (B.A.) and Master of
Arts (M.A.

For further information see the Calefdar o Queen's 'niversity.
4. PosT-GRAPUATE COCSE FOR THE DEGRIEE OF

1octor of Science (),Sc.)
For further information see the Calendar of Queen's iversity.

Next Session begins
October lst, 1902. -A

"a*
IV'ATRICULATI)N EXAMINATIONS HELD AT QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

SEPTEMBER 16TH

T HE SCHOOL is provided with well equipped laboratories for
the study of Cheminical Analysis, Assaying, Blowpiping,

Mineralogy, Petrography and Drawing. It has also a well equipped
Mechanical Laboratory. The Engineering Building will be ready
for occupation next session and the Geology and Physics Building
the following session. The Mininîg Laboratory bas been reniodelled
at a cost of some $12,000 and the operations of crushing, amalgam-
ating, concentratin, cllorinating, cyanidin, etc., can be studied on
a large scale.

For Calendar of the School and
further information, appl to

The Secretary, Sohool of Minig, Kingston, Ont,
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fld You bar 'the Thunder?
Where there is thunder there is lightning.

Every electric plant should be provided with

Lightning Arresters which wvill PROTECT!

NOW
IS THE

TIME
.Write for Bulletin No. 823..

MANUFACTURED AND SOLD BY

G ADIAN ERAL EECrRIC (3
Head Office: TORONTO, ONT.

BRANCH OFFICES-
Montreal, Que.
Halifax, N.S.
Ottawa, Ont.
Winnipeg, Man.
Vancouver, B.C.
Rossland, B.C.

FACTORIES-

Toronto, Ont.
Peterboro, Ont.
Montreal, Que.

THE

Caniadian Pacifie Raîlway
IS THE MOST DIRECT ROUTE

TO THE

GrPeat Miing9
Regions

0F

British'Columbia, the
Yukon and Alaska.

COMMENCINC JUNE 15, 1902,
the IM PERIL LIMITED trains, crossing the continent in 97 lours,
m ill leave Montreal and Toronto for Vancouver every Suînday,
Wednesday and Friday, June to October.

First-class Sleeping and Dining Cars attached to all through
trains.

Quickest route to the Yukon via the C. P. P. to Vancouver
C. P. N. steamships to Skagway and White Pass Rilway and con-
necting steailiers to D>awson.

Magnificent fleet of stuainers in tihe inlaild( waters of Soithern
British Coluhbia h) wlicl all iiportant points, not connected Iy
rail, can be realed.

For rates, reservation of bertlhs, etc., apply to nearest C. 1. R.
Agent or to

C. E. E. USHER, C. E. McPHERSON,
Gene ral Pa ssenger Agent, General Passenger Agent,

Eastcrn Lines, Western Lines,
MONTREAL. WINNIPEG, Man.

ROBERT KERR,
Passenger Trafflc Manager,

MON TREAL.
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PROVINCE OF NOVA SCOTIA.

leases for Mines of Gold, Silve

PRECIOUS

,Coal, Iron, Copper,Lead,Tin

STONES.
TITLES GIVEN DIRECT FROM THE CROWN, ROYALTIES AND 'RENTALS MODERATE.

GOLD AND SILVER.
Under the provisions of Chap. i. Acts of 1892, of Mines and Minerals,

Licenses are issued for prospecting Gold and Silver for a terni of twelve
months. Mines of Gold and Silver are laid off in areas of 150 by 250 feet,
any nunber of which up to one hundred can be included in one License,
provided that the length of the block does not exceed twice its width. The
cost is 50 cents per area. Leases of any number of areas are granted for a
terni of 40 years at $2.00 per area. These leases are forfeitable if not worked,
but advantage can be taken of a recent Act by which on payment of 50 cents
anuually for each area contained in the lease it becomes non forfeitable if
the labor be not performed.

Licenses are issued to owners of quartz crushing milis who are required

to pay Royalty on all the Gold they extract at the rate of two per cent. o«
smelted Gold valued at $19 an ounce, and on smelted Gold valued at $18 an
ounce.

Applications for Licenses or Leases are receivable at the office of the
Commissioner of Public Works and Mines each week day fron io a.n. to
4 p.m., except Saturday, when the hours are fromi 10 to i. Licenses are
issued in the order of application according to priority. If a person dis-
covers Gold in any part of the Province, he may stake out the boundaries of
the areas he desires to obtain, and this gives him one week and twenty-four
hours for every 15 miles from Halifax in which to make application at the
Department for his ground.

MINES OTHER THAN GOLD AND SILVER.
Licenses to search for eighteen months are issued, at a cost of thirty

dollars, for minerals other than Gold and Silver, out of which areas can be
selected for mining under lease. These leases are for four renewable ternis
of twenty years each. The cost for the first year is fifty dollars, and an
annual rental of thirty dollars secures each lease from liability to forfeiture
for non-working.

All rentals are refunded if afterwards the areas are worked and pay
royalties. All titles, transfers, etc., of minerals are registered by the Mines
Department for a nominal fee, and provision ismade for lessees and licensees
whereby they can acquired promptly either by arrangement with the owner
or by arbitration all land required for their mining works.

The Government as a security for the payment of royalties, makes the
royalties first lien on the plant and fixtures of the mine.

The unusually generous conditions under which the Government of
Nova Scotia grants its minerals have introduced many outside capitalists,
who have always sta'ed that the Mining laws of the Province were the best
they had had experience of.

The royalties on the remaining minerals are : Copper, four cents on every
unit; Lead, two cents upon every unit ; Iron, five cents on every ton ; Tin
and Precious Stones, five per cent. ; Coal, io cents on every ton sold.

The Gold district of the Province extends along its entire Atlantic coast,
and varies in width from io to 40 miles, and embraces an area of over three
thousand miles, and is traversed by good roads and accessible at all points
by water. Coal is known in the Counties of Cumberland, Colchester, Pictou
and Antigonish, and at numerous points in the Island of Cape Breton. The
ores of Iron, Copper, etc, are met at numerous points, and are being rapidly
secured by miners and investors.

Copies of the Mining Law and any information can be had on application to

THE HON. C. E. CHURCH,
Commissioner Public Works and Mines,

HALIFAX, NOVA SCOTIA.
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PROVINCE of QUEBEC
The attention of Miners and Capitalists in the United States

and in Europe is invited to the

GREAT
Gold, Silver,

MINERAL TERRITORY
Open for investment in the Province of Quebec.

Copper, Iron, Asbestos, Mica, Plumbago,
Phosphate, Chromic Iron, Galena, Etc.

ORNAMENTAL AND STR1UCTURAL MATERIALS IN ABUNDANT VARIETY.
The Mining Law gives absolute security to Title, and has been

specially framed for the encouragement of Mining.

MNIining concessions are divided into three classes

i. In unsurveyed tel ritory (a) the first class contains 4oo acres, (b)

the second, 200 acres, and (c) the third, 100 acres.

2. In surveyed townships the three clas;es respectively comprise

one, two and four lots.

Ail lands supposed to contain mines or ores belonging to the

Croin may be acquired from the Commissioner of Colonization and

Mines (a) as a mining concession by purchase, or (b) be occupied and

worked under a mining license.

No sale of mining concessions containing more than 400 acres in

superficies can be made by the Commissioner to the same person. The

Governor-in-Council may, however, grant a larger extent of territory up

to 1,ooo acres under special circumstances.

The rates charged and to be paid in full at the time of the pur-

chase are $5 and $io per acre for mining lands containing the superior

metals* ; the first named price being for lands situated more than I 2
miles aud the last named for lands situated less than 12 miles from the

railway.
If containing the inferior metal, $2 and $4 according to distance

froni railway.

Unless stipulated to the contrary in the letters patent in conces-

sions for the mining of suferior metals, the purchaser has the right to

mine for all metals found therein ;In concessions for the mlning of the

inferior metals, those only may be mined for.

*The superior metals i ilude the ores of gold, silve r, lead, copper, nickel, graphite ashestos,
mica, and phosphate of lime. The words inferior metals include all other minerals and ores.

\linîing lands are soid on the express condition that the purchaser

shahl commence bona fide to mine within two years fron the date of

purchase, and shall not spend less than $5oo if mining for the superior
metals ; and not iess than $200 if for inferior metals. In defaulr, can-

cellation of sale of mining lands.

(b) Licenses may be obtained from the Commissioner on the fol-
lowing terms :-Application for an exploration and prospecting license,
if the milne iu on private land, $2 for every io acres or fraction of
100 if the mine is on Crown lands ( i) in unsurveyed territory, $5 for
every 100 acre,, an( (2) in unsurveyed territory, $5 for each square
mile, the license to be valid for three months and renewable. The
holder of such license may afterwards purchase the mine, paying the
prices mentioned.

Licenses for mining are of two kinds : Private lands bicenses where
the mining rights belong to the Crown, and public lands licenses,
These licenses are granted on payment of a fee ol $5 and an annual
rental of $i per acre. Each license is granted for 200 acres or less,
but not for more ; is valid for one year, and is renewable on the same
terms as those on which it was originally granted. The Governor-in-

Council may at any time require the pay'ment of the royalty in lieu

of fees for a mining license and the annual rental- such royalties,

unless otherwise determined by letters patent or other titie from the
Crown, being fixed at a rate not to exceed three per cent. of the value
at th mine of the mineral extracted after deducting the cost of

miing it.

The fullest information will be cheerfully given on application to

THE MINISTER OF LANIS, MINES AND FISHERIES,
PARLIAMENT BUILDINGS, QUEBEC, P. Q.
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D)OMIN ON 0FCANADA
SYNOPSIS OF REGULATIONS

For Disposal of Minerais on Dominion Lands in Manitoba, the North-
West Territories, and the Yukon Territory.

COAL.

Coi ltn-s may be putrcased at $:o.oo Per acre for -ft coal, anid $20.00
for anthratcite. Not norè than 32o acres can b aguir'd by e' nividul or
companyiv. Ryty vat such rate as inav frtim i to imie be specilled by
O)rder-in-Council shall !b5e clcted on the gmes output.

Ct'.A.RTZ.

Persons of eight'en ears and ovr and joint stock companies holding
FreetMinert's erul:us may bti entry for a m1inling loem!ion.

A ie 'Mine' ''tiiente is gratdfor oneo or more years, not exceed-

in dive upon pament t in adan'etf $0.io.o e amii for an inidixvidual, and
fm $.oo ' to $00o.o pe'r annm iii for a companly, accordiiig t capital.

A Freie Miner hi'aving discox 'red mineral ii place m<ay locale a claii
1500 x t l'0eet by markig out the saie ith iwo legal posts, bearing location

notiuvs, one, at each end Of the line of' the lotde or veiin.
The claini shall be recorded within fifteen davs if located within tenlmiles

o 'a Mining Recorder's Office, one additionl day allowed fOr evOry additional
ten m1il (or fraction. 'Flic fo r cording a clai is $5-00.

At least $too.oo nit b 'Xpended ionI he lim ht yeir er pOaid to the
Mining Reorder i iliu thereof. When' 5o. o thas bceei expiided or paid
the locat miay, uj 1 ' in survey made and uIpon cCiIIyiig wiIh other
reltuiremtents, nirchasc ilie la at $ i.oo per ere.

Permiuîssion may be granted by the initer of th' Itterior tolocate clainis
containing iron and mia, aiso copper mil the Yukoi T' -ritory, of' an area net
exc'ding 16o aires.

The patent ft' a ininiig location shall provide for the paymie of royalty
on the sales not ex'ceding fixe per ceit.

PE\' l MINING, NAN'iOltA \ND TilE N.\\'ET.. ENCEPTING 'ilE
YUKON ERIUTORY.

Placr mu g claiis getrally'1are 10 fet quar nt1ry fie, $5.0o,
renewahle yarly. In the N'rth ssatihewan Rver larims are ither bar
or bench, the former being i tet long anld extending betwe hoiigli and low
waite rk. 'Te lattri icIudes har diggings, but extunds bk to the base
of the hill or bank, but not exc''ding too feet. \\'rhere stcam powr is used,
claiis 2oo fet wide iay be obtained.

IRIEDING I 1'N TIE RIVER S OF M:\NITOA AND TIIE N.\W.T.,
ENCEPI'NG TIIE YUKON iERITORY.

A Froc Miller mayuîv Obtain only two leass of five miles each for a oteri o
wuntv vars, renewale in the di~screion of th 'Ministr of the lInterio'.-

ice lesse's right is contined to the subm'ergd lbud or bars of t licriver
below low wator mark, and subject to the riglits of ail 1 ersons who have, or
Whol mav receive entries for bar diggings or beici laim except on the
Saskatci'teiw River, where the lesseei mayi dredge to high water mtiark on
eacl ialternateI lasehold.

The lessee shall have a dredge in operutioi withii one season from the
date of the lease for each fiver ils, lut where a perOun or copianiy has ob-
tained more thant one lease onet dredge for eacht fiftenil miles or fraction is
sudicient. Rental i$o.o per anumit for acli Mile of river leased. Rxoalty at
the rte Of two and a half per cet., collectd on the output after it exceeds
$ [0,000.00.

DREDGING IN THE YUKON TERRITORY.

Six leases of five miiles each miîay be granted to a frce niner for a tern of
wey yea':ars, also renewable..

The lessee's right is confiiied to the subimerged bed or bars in the rxe!rs
below low vater mark, that boiundary to be fixed by its position r the i t
day oft August in the vear ofi the dateof the lease.

The les a sll liave one dredge in operation within two yars from the
date of the leaue, and cne dredge for each five miles within six years from
sucli date. Renial, $ioo.oo pr tile for first year, and $[o.oo por mile for
each subsequent year. R aioyalty ten per cent onl the output in excess of
$i ,o000.00.

PLACER MINING IN TIE YUKON TERRITORY.

Creek, Gulch, River, and IIii claims shall not exceed 250 feet in length,
measured oit the base line or general direction of the ck or gulch, the
widt h being fronm ,ooo t o 2,oo foot. Ail other Placer claims shal be 250 fot
square.

Claims are marked l, two legal posts, one at cadi end bearing notices.
Entmv inist beobtained wsithin ten days if the claii is withini ten miles of
lining Rores office. One extra day alloed for eacli additional t en

miles or fraction.
The person or coipany staking a daim must lold a Froe liner's cer-

tificato.
'lThe discoveror of a new mine is entitled to a claim i,ooo feet in lengt h,

and if the party consists of two, 1,500 foet altogether, on the output of vhiici
no royaltv shall be charged, the rest of the party ordinary claim s only.

Entry fee $î5.0e. Royalty at the rate of 2 2per ceit. ont the value of he
gold shipped from the Territory to be paid to the Coiptroller.

No Free Miner shall receive a grant of more than one mining claim oit
each separate river, creek, or gulch, but the saie initier may hld any num-
ber e oflains l pitrchase, and Free Miners nay work their claimts in partn-r-
ship1 , hy filing notice and paying fo cof $2.00. A clai mav b abandoned
and another obltained on the samie creek, guleh, or rive-, by giving notice,
and paying a fe.

Work must b done oi a claim cadi vear to the value of at least $200.00.
or in lieu of 'vork payment may be oae to the iningi Recorder eaci year
for the first three years of $20.oo, and after that $4o. 00 or each vear.

A certificate that work has heen done or fee paid tii e iobiained eadi
year ; if not, the claim suhai Ib deemed to be abandoned, and oei to occupa-
tion and entry by a Iree Mnier.

'Tlihe bouidarics of a claii iav be dehined absolute!v by lia ig a sur',ecy
made, and publishing notices in ict Yukon O/icia Gar//.

HYDRAULIC MINING, YUKON TERRITORY.

Locations suitable for hydralic mining, having.îî a frontage of fromt one to
five miles, and a depth of one mile or moa, ay vb lcased otr i wenty xeas,
lrovided the grotind has been prospected yl the applicant or his agent ; i
found to bie unsuitable for placer mining ; and does not iclude wiitithi its
boundaries any mining claims already granted. A rentai of $i5.0u for eacli
mile of frontage, at the rate Of 2% per cent. oitn the value of' the gold shipped
frioi tle icTerritory. Operations must b cn ntinced vithini one year from the
date of the lease, and not less than $5,o.oo mut be oxponded auitially.
The lease excludes all base mtietals, quartz, and coal, and provides for t
witldrawal of unoperated land for agricilhuiral or building pures.

P'ETRNOLEUCM.

All unappropriated Dominion Lands shall, after the first of' July, io, be
open to irspectig fer petroleui. Should tlic prospector discover oil in
paying quantities ie may acquire 640 acres ef availale land, including ani
surrounding his discovery, ai t hie rate of $ t.oo an acre, subject to royalty at
such rate as may b specified lb Order in Council

JAMES A. SMART,
Deputy of the Minister of the Interior.
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Ontario's

Mining
Lands..

HE Crown domain of the Province of Ontario contains an area of

over 1oo,ooo,ooo acres, a large part of which is comprised in
geological formations known to carry valuable minerals and ex-

tending northward from the great lakes and westward from the Ottawa
river to the Manitoba boundary.

Iron in large bodies of magnetite and hematite : copper in sulphide
and native form ; gold, mostly in free milling quartz ; silver, native and
sulphides ; zincblende, galena, pyrites, mica, graphite, talc, mari, brick
clay, building stones of ail kinds and other useful minerals have been
found in many places, and are being worked at the present time.

In the famous Sudbury region Ontario possesses one of the two
sources of the world's supply of nickel, and the known deposits of this
metal are very large. Recent discoveries of corundum in Eastern On-
tario are believed to be the most extensive in existence.

The output of iron, copper and nickel in 1900 was much beyond
that of any previous year, and large developments in these industries
are now gong on.

In the older parts of the Province sait, petroleum and natural gas
are important products.

Tlhe mining laws of Ontario are liberal, and the prices of mineral
lands low. Title by freehold or lease, on working conditions for seven
years. There are no royalties.

The climate is unsurpassed, wood and water are plentiful, and in
the summer season the prospector can go almosteanywhere in a canoe.
The Canadian Pacific Railway runs through the entire mineal belt.

For reports of the Bureau of Mines, maps, mining laws, etc , apply

S '°HONORABLE E. J. DAVIS,
Commissioner of Crowi Lands,

or

THOS. W. GIBSON,
Director Bureau of Mines,

Toronto, Ontario.



OONTRACTORS TO H. M. GOVERNMENT

Allan, Whyte & Co.
CLYDE PATENT WIRE ROPE WORKS

Rutherglen, Glasgow, Sootland
MANUFACTURERS 0F

WIREROPES for Collieries, Mines,
Aerial Tramways

Transmission of Power, Logging and general Hauling and Hoisting Purposes.
WiPe speeially seleeted foi own exclusive use.
We have made many records with ou Winding, Haulage and Crane Ropes.
I

Illustration of U» diar. Special Improved Patent Steel Wire Rope, 1760 yards long, supplied to Daieli Colliery, Motherwell, Scot.,which ran two year and 8 months, shewing condition when taken ofi. Previous rope from another maker lastcd i year and 9 months

TELEGRAMS-"Ropes.y RutAergi." A B C, A I and Liebe's Codes used.

AGENTS IN CANADA:
Wm. Stais, Son & MoPPow Ltd., Haufax, N.S.
W. H. ThoPne & Co. Ltd., Saint John, N.B.1

DPummond, MoCall & Co., MontraL
John BuPnu, VanoouveP, B. C.

Drummond, MceCall &Co.
IRON, STEEL and GENERAL METAL MERCHANTS

CENERAL. SAL.ES ACENTS

Algoma Steel Co. Ltd., Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.
AND IMPORTERS O

Beams, Channels, Angles and other Otructural Material.
Steel Plates-Tank, Boller and Firebox Quallty.

Cod Rolled Steel Shaftlng.
Mild Steel Bars-ali diameters

Wire Rope. Snow Steam Pumps. Tool Steel.

--- ommsrara swoom". m:am za neO.-,rumm.-

Geal Ofoes: C.INADA LIFE BUILDING

Montreal Pipe foundry Co.
MASUFAoTURUR OF

CAST IRON
WATER AND CAS

end othe,' Watr 'Wooks Suppilie.

"LUDLOW" VALVES & HYDRANTS
CENERAL OFFICES:

O~aaa Life 3vilding XONTREAL.

- XONTREAL.
'I

PIGQIRONS..
0.eLP. QCharooal PluIron, also

"Midland 1 Foundry Coke Plg ron
MANUFACTURED BY

CANADA IRNN FURNACE êGMPANY, LIMITED

CANADA LiFE BUILDINC, MONTREAl.

Gee, .ErNumd, eNaagimg Dieeter and Treaner.



IHE DOINION WIRE ROPE 00. LIMITED
MONTrEAL, CAN.

Nanufacturers of " LANG'S PATENT WIRE ROPES

FOR COLLIERY AND GENERAL
MINING PURPOSES.

ALSO BEST STEEL WIRE ROPES
FOR ALL PURPOSES.

SOMETHINC
NEW...

SOMETHINC
TO LAST...

The Weang Burface of Eemp.
The Flexibility of Manila.

UNEZCELLED FOR TRANSXISSION AND

The Strength of Wire.

PILE DIVING PURPOSES

BRANCH OFFICES: Vancouver, B.C.
Rossland, B.C.

Winnipeg, Man.
Toronto, Ont.

Ottawa, Ont.
Hailfax, N.S.

CATALOGUE ON
APPLICATION§

MINING AND CONTRACTORS' RAILS
RAILS 30 Ibs., 46 Ibs., 66 Ibo., 0 1Ibo. perYard

SHIMWiENT.

ORE
AND

..MIning Cars..

SWHEELBARROWS IDS

SPECIAL ORE BARROWS
Charglng Barrows

PICKS, SIWVELS, HAMMERS, TOLS, iETC., Eic.

Car Movers.
DRILL STEEL CAr"ED IN

JAMES ST., MONTREAL299 ST.

RELAYING

m.

I MMNiEDIATE

LIGHT MINING RAILS
12 Ibs., 18 Ibo., 25 Ibo., 30 Ibn., por Yarid

..IN STOCK..

Barmtt Jacks
ENGLISH OCTAGON1

e OMINION D URA LE


